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Abstract

As decentralized finance (DeFi) continues its growth trajectory, peaking at over
$250 billion in assets locked in smart contracts, it is natural to ask what primitives are
needed to reach a multi-trillion dollar market size. Improving capital efficiency within
the decentralized realm is significantly more challenging than in traditional financial
markets due, in part, to a lack of identity. One increasingly common way to improve
capital efficiency in on-chain protocols is to have insurance funds that cover deemed
shortfall events. Aave and Synthetix both rely on these stake-based insurance funds
to ensure that trading or borrowing risky assets is safe for capital providers. However,
in times of extreme duress, these treasury reserve funds themselves are likely to run
into failure conditions as they have to cover their liabilities in a depreciating asset
(e.g. the native governance token). In this paper, we present Aera, a mechanism for
providing decentralized autonomous, risk-aware treasury management to decentralized
treasury reserve funds. This mechanism allows treasury reserve funds to automatically
decorrelate assets used to pay insurance liabilities from the protocol’s native token, akin
but not equivalent to reinsurance. We utilize theoretical and numerical arguments to
justify that this mechanism achieves better capital efficiency and safety. We conclude by
arguing that the mechanism used by Aera can be generalized to a two-sided prediction
market for continuous governance of risk and incentive parameters.
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1 Background

As decentralized finance (DeFi) grows on Ethereum and other smart contract platforms,
there has been a dramatic increase in the usage of leverage in on-chain products. Aave, Com-
pound, and MakerDAO, which are trustless, peer-to-peer lending contracts implemented as
Ethereum smart contracts, collectively held over $20 billion in assets in July 2022. However,
these protocols are capital inefficient when compared to traditional banks due to a lack of
persistent user identities (or credit) and insurance. Intuitively, capital efficiency refers to the
ability of a financial entity (be it a protocol or a bank) to generate returns on capital. More
formally, capital efficiency can be described as the maximal ratio of the amount of revenue
generating capital to the quantity of capital reserves needed to facilitate risky operations.
DeFi’s main benefits of transparency and pseudonymity inherently limit shrinking the de-
nominator of this ratio, as more capital is needed to account for the inherent excess risk of
allowing arbitrary borrowers in these systems. The goal of this paper is to argue that even
in a transparent pseudonymous world, one can recover traditional capital efficiency with an
active market where participants are incentivized to optimize capital efficiency.

Much of the innovation in DeFi since 2020 has involved the creation of new mechanisms
to improve capital efficiency. One route for capital efficiency improvement came in the
form of utilization of newer smart contract platforms such as Solana and Avalanche. In
these settings, it was initially believed that higher throughput and lower latency implied
that protocols could have more trust in the pricing mechanisms for loans (e.g. order books
and/or oracles). Practically speaking, however, these mechanisms still had trouble within
these environments [77, 31] and there were a number of incidents related to censorship and
counterparty risk where capital efficiency had in fact worsened [102]. Moreover, improved
automated market makers like Uniswap V3 [3] were often able to beat order books (while
being on slower and more expensive networks) in capital efficiency terms [64, 130].

Before understanding how capital efficiency can be improved for protocols, we will first
take a step back and analyze the landscape of risk products. In traditional finance, risk
products that allow parties to transfer particular risks between one another in exchange
for premia, are the main tools for improving capital efficiency. The main non-speculative
demand for these products in traditional finance tends to be institutions who have long-term
institutional objectives, while speculative demand ensures that there is ample liquidity for
institutional trades [66]. While many risk products exist within DeFi, they have little uptake,
especially amongst crypto-native institutions such as decentralized autonomous organizations
(DAOs). We will argue that the structure of DAOs makes them unable to optimize their
own asset composition and take advantage of risk products, leading to the low usage we see
in practice. In particular, we posit that the lack of DAO participation in the risk product
market is the main driver of capital inefficiency in DeFi.

As a solution to this problem, we will argue that DAOs need to incentivize their members
to allocate assets to risk products via methods that do not require using on-chain governance.
These methods will require DAO participants who aim to change asset compositions and al-
locations to risk products to put their own capital at risk (i.e., to have skin-in-the-game)
when changing DAO parameters. If these participants improve a DAO’s welfare (i.e. institu-
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tional objectives), then they should be rewarded with fees, whereas if they worsen the DAO’s
welfare they will face a financial penalty (e.g. slashing). We then present Aera as a protocol
that aims to solve this problem through incentives to maximize DAO treasury reserve fund
welfare. Finally, we will conclude by describing how capital efficiency for DAOs that hold
risk in their insurance funds (such as Aave) demonstrates how these incentives could work
in practice.

1.1 Allocation Problems in Traditional and Decentralized Finance

Many of the allocation problems faced by DAOs resemble allocation problems faced by insti-
tutions and non-profit organizations. In this section, we will first provide a brief background
of how treasury management in the traditional world is handled. Then we will consider
some case studies of how large DAOs have unsuccessfully been able to execute allocation
strategies. We posit that this is partially due to the heavily adversarial nature of allocations
within DeFi. However, by formulating the allocation problem as an optimization problem,
we argue that it is possible for a DAO to utilize arbitrage mechanisms rather than governance
to optimize its treasury allocation.

Risk Products and Institutional Flows. There exist a plethora of risk products (which
are usually derivatives or structured products) to allow DeFi users and traders to hedge
risk and utilize less collateral. These include, but are not limited to, credit default swaps
(e.g. Saffron [114], Opium [17], Anzen [12], Gro [58]), options protocols (e.g. Opyn [49,
50], Panoptic [76], Primitive [125]), exotic options (e.g. Cega [115]) and portfolio insurance
(e.g. Risk Harbor [117]). While these products have garnered some usage, the majority
of them have had trouble attracting volume greater than single digit basis points of the
notional value of the exposures that they cover [2, 129]. One of the main reasons for the
lack of adoption of these products relative to their traditional finance counterparts is the
lack of institutional flows. In traditional markets, institutional demand for derivatives and
hedging products ensures that there is a minimum percentage of derivative consumption that
is driven by non-speculative demand [48, 66]. For instance, airlines hedging oil and energy
costs in the futures markets or large asset managers hedging industry-wide portfolios with
credit default swaps are examples of institutional flow. In cryptocurrencies, however, there
is little institutional demand for on-chain derivatives outside of DeFi options vaults (DOVs)
such as Ribbon Finance [78, 56].

One of the main issues with institutional demand for derivatives in the cryptocurrency
world is that the only credible on-chain institutions that market are DAOs. DAOs generally
utilize token-based or NFT-based governance to allow participants to vote on programmatic
code changes to everything from risk parameters to how DAO treasury assets should be spent.
However, DAO governance tends to be slow and reactionary versus nimble and proactive [30].
Since holders of risk products tend to have higher-frequency trading behavior (especially
around rare market events), it is generally hard for a DAO to purchase risk products directly.
In particular, DAO governance is often a slow, methodical process which makes make high-
velocity decisions challenging. Asking a DAO to manage a portfolio of derivatives would be
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akin to asking the US Congress (which passes and enacts at most 1230 laws per year [57]) to
market make derivatives (which requires billions of transactions per year [81, 45]) by passing
laws to execute particular trades. This inefficiency of DAO purchasing is reflected in the lack
of uptake of a number of DAO-focused derivative products such as UMA’s KPI options [27]
or Element’s fixed-interest treasury management [87].

We posit that the main issue in uptake of these products isn’t that the products don’t fit
DAO needs, per se. Instead, the incentives to perform optimal treasury allocations to such
fixed-income, options, and spot products are misaligned and such treasury diversifications
happen too infrequently. Unlike companies, DAOs tend to make a small number of very
high impact decisions as governance votes involving financial products take an enormous
amount of education and detailed research to execute successfully. As such, actions that
require high-frequency decision making (such as portfolio rebalancing) are difficult for DAOs
to do directly. This ‘time-scale separation’ between governance and portfolio rebalancing is
fundamental to why treasury diversification for capital efficiency in DeFi has been stunted so
far. Before discussing solutions to this problem, we will first illustrate this point by studying
the allocation strategies of DAOs that have had hundreds of millions of dollars of assets in
their treasury.

DAO Allocation Case Studies. As a case study of this, consider the SushiSwap trea-
sury diversification votes of 2021 and 2022 [1]. DAOs, which generally have large treasuries
predominantly denominated in their own governance token, often have to sell their own gov-
ernance token to fund operations (e.g. development and marketing costs, security auditing,
user incentives, and risk management). However, tokenholders are generally averse to such
sales as they lower the value of their tokens (e.g. the DAO is selling a large block of gover-
nance tokens, causing the price to go down). Moreover, there is adverse selection for DAOs
as they explicitly tell the whole market that they are selling at a particular time, allowing
others to front-run them. Given these adversarial incentives, even DAOs like SushiSwap,
MakerDAO, and Aave which have/had treasuries with hundreds of millions of dollars of as-
sets, are unable to perform more than one or two diversifications a year if at all. SushiSwap
would have had roughly $46.9M more in capital had it’s diversification proposal succeeded.1

In Aave’s case it has been difficult to get participants to align on the mechanism for diversi-
fication and its goals [19]. Finally, MakerDAO had the controversial LOVE-001 vote which
aimed to fund various core teams, which inevitably failed [69].

Decentralized Allocation Problems. Examples strongly suggest that DAOs are inef-
ficient vehicles for risk capital allocation. This is similar to traditional public institutions
such as endowments and non-profit foundations that are only able to make a small num-
ber of allocation decisions per year. Such institutions usually allocate their funds to more
nimble managers, such as hedge funds or venture capital funds. These fund managers have
incentives (e.g. management and performance fees) that are correlated to how well they meet

1The DAO had initially intended to sell $60,000,000 worth of SUSHI when SUSHI/USD was $6.05; the
current price as of this writing is roughly $1.32 [1]
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institutional objectives. These other funds can deploy and reallocate capital more efficiently
to different asset classes in order to maximize institutional objectives. Note that even in tra-
ditional finance, institutional objectives are generally not strictly profit-maximizing, cf. ESG
investing [46, 53].

In the traditional, centralized world, adherence to institutional objectives is enforced via
legal contracts and recourse. This, however, is not possible for DAOs, as they need to be
able to withdraw their funds at will. For instance, if a DAO’s treasury has to serve as an
insurance fund, the DAO needs to be able to withdraw funds from an external fund manager
at arbitrary times (i.e. whenever a shortfall event is realized). Moreover, DAOs need to
minimize the number of interactions that they have with any on-chain function call, as each
new conditional interaction will require a new governance proposal. This intimates that
two necessary qualities that a decentralized allocation protocol needs are at-will withdrawals
from on-chain fund vehicles and a bound of at most two interactions needed (e.g. deposit
and withdrawal).

Historically, DAOs have deployed their treasuries to other fund-like on-chain vehicles,
such as Yearn Finance or Lido steth vaults [90, 132]. However, these treasury deployments
have not been connected to the capital and risk requirements of the DAO (e.g. a DAO’s
analogue of institutional objectives). For instance, a DAO whose treasury is used as an
insurance fund for a DeFi protocol needs to ensure that the assets in the treasury are worth
more than the liabilities held by the protocol. But a simple deposit of treasury assets into
on-chain yield vehicles (such as Yearn) is not guaranteed whatsoever to be correlated with
protocol liabilities.

Another example of this is a ‘runway’ metric: if the DAO has expenses denominated in
stablecoins but wants to ensure that it has enough runway to pay for future development
costs, it needs to ensure that its stablecoin-denominated assets are always worth more than
the desired runway. As described before, however, this goal can be contentious as DAO
tokenholders are averse to selling assets to rebalance the treasury since it will likely lower
the value of their assets. Moreover, DAOs will need to constantly be updating allocations
to native token denominated yield versus stablecoin yield to maximize runway — something
that is not accounted for within Yearn-style vaults.

How can we ameliorate this problem? Since there is no legal recourse in this setting, we
will need to construct an incentive mechanism that encourages DAO tokenholders, analysts,
and speculators to assist DAOs with the continuous adjustment of asset composition to
achieve its institutional objectives. Aligning the incentives of all three parties is crucial to
ensuring that such a system can solve the decentralized allocation problem and be a positive
outcome for all stakeholders in a DAO. The remainder of this paper will focus on mechanisms
for aligning incentives amongst these parties.

Decentralized Allocation is an Adversarial Optimization Problem. Traditionally,
most asset allocation problems can be viewed via modern portfolio theory, which utilizes
convex optimization to provide portfolio recommendations [84, 22, 73]. In this framework,
an asset allocator has an initial wealth W , a portfolio π that allocates W to a universe of
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Nassets assets. Additionally, they have a convex objective function f that maps a portfolio
π and an on-chain environment Σ to some measurement of asset quality. The portfolio
represents the relative allocation to different assets (e.g. 40% to stablecoins, 60% to eth)
whereas the environment represents the current on-chain state of the protocol. For instance,
the outstanding loan book of a lending protocol serves as on-chain state that is meant to be
hedged by the protocol treasury, like the Aave safety module. On-chain state allows us to
characterize treasury needs such as specific liabilities a protocol could have in the future. In
the case of lending protocols, these could be potential short falls derived from on-chain state
of the loan book.

Including the environment in the optimization problem is crucial, as certain portfolios
work best under certain market conditions (which are represented by as the environment2 at
time t,Σt). For instance, f(π,Σt) could measure how diversified a portfolio is or measure the
expected risk-adjusted returns at time t. However, risk-adjusted returns in a bear market
are quite different from risk-adjusted returns in a bull market and any treasury allocation
strategy needs to account for this. In traditional finance, a centralized allocator constructs a
new portfolio π∗ by taking in new market information — updating the environment as Σt ←
Σt−1 ∪ {new information} — and solving an optimization problem π∗(Σt) = supπ f(π,Σt).
Unfortunately, this formulation of the allocation problem does not translate cleanly to the
decentralized environment.

Firstly, a DAO needs to take in information and treasury allocations from n parameter
submitters (i.e. DAO members who provide recommendations for treasury allocations), each
of whom have a personal objective function f1, . . . , fn that can be dramatically different from
the DAO’s objective function fDAO. It is possible (and very likely!) that the optimum values
of the DAO’s objective function, OPT(fDAO) = supπ fDAO(π,Σt), does not intersect with
the the optimum values of any of the participants.3 Concretely, suppose that participant i
wants to buy the DAO’s governance token at a cheap price so they submit a portfolio to
the DAO that says the DAO’s portfolio should be 100% in stablecoins and 0% in the DAO
governance token. This way, if the DAO rebalances to this portfolio, then it will sell all of
its DAO governance tokens, making the price cheaper for the participant to purchase more
tokens. However, the DAO’s optimal portfolio might be 50% governance tokens and 50%
stablecoins and not the participants’ submitted portfolio. Formally, if the portfolio tendered
is π = (% stablecoin, % governance token), this could be written as (0.5, 0, 5) ∈ OPT(fDAO)
but (1.0, 0) 6∈ OPT(fDAO) and (0.5, 0, 5) 6∈ OPT(fi) but (1.0, 0) ∈ OPT(fi). As such, we need
to assume that portfolios submitted from participants will be adversarial4 towards the DAO

2Formally, one should think of an environment as a filtration {Σt}t≥0 on a probability space defined by
the set of allowable on-chain transactions at time t and the historical transactions at times s < t

3More formally, one can formalize the adversarial optimal assumption as follows: For fixed ε > 0, let
B(x, ε) = {x′ : ‖x′−x‖ < ε} be an ε-neighborhoood of x ∈ dom fDAO. Then we have adversarial participants
if Pr[B(x′, ε) ∩B(X, ε) = ∅ : x′ ∈ ∪i dom(fi), x ∈ dom(fDAO)] = g(ε) for a ‘slowly’ non-increasing positive
function g : R+ → [0, 1]. We note that the randomness comes from the choice of f1, . . . , fn, which is unknown
to fDAO.

4Technically, this includes a more generate set of actors who are simply unaligned or misaligned rather
than purely adversarial. For instance, you can have cost functions fi whose optima do not coincide with
those of f but which aren’t exactly “adversarial”. Consider a two player game f1(x, y) = x2 + (y − 1)2 and
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(e.g. do not have the same objective functions and/or mimima).
Secondly, DAOs are relatively restricted in how they can execute portfolio rebalances.

They need to use on-chain mechanisms such as trading with automated market makers,
running auctions (such as Gnosis Auction [55]), or using a lending protocol. The precise
execution model used can interact with how truthful participants’ tendered portfolios are,
however. Suppose again that participant i desires to buy governance tokens at a lower price
than the current market price. First, suppose that the DAO uses an automated market
maker consisting of the governance token and a stablecoin for execution. If participant i
is both an arbitrageur of the automated market maker (e.g. trades between the AMM and
an external market) as well as a parameter submitter, participant i’s incentive is to always
tender portfolios that force the DAO to make large asset allocation changes. This can lead
to drainage of the DAO treasury via arbitrage losses (which are profits for participant i).
This example illustrates that portfolio submitters must have ‘skin-in-the-game’ and have to
take losses (measured relative to how much they decrease fDAO) if they cause the DAO to
incur losses.

Finally, DAOs need to ensure that portfolio submitters are incentivized to regularly
and effectively submit portfolios. If the DAO does not provide an incentive, such as a
management or performance fee, to submitters, then one cannot expect submission quality
to be high enough that fDAO is often near an optimum value. To see why, let us first
view the portfolio allocation problem as form of online optimization — at each round t =
1, 2, 3, . . ., each portfolio submitter submits a portfolio πi(t). The DAO then aggregates
these into a final portfolio π̃(t) and then executes trades to enter into this portfolio. If
fDAO(π̃(t),Σt) > fDAO(π̃(t − 1),Σt−1) and the ith submitter’s submission pushed5 π̃(t − 1)
towards π̃(t), then they are rewarded. Without adding in a reward, one should expect that
πi(t) is sampled uniformly at random and our rate of convergence towards maximiziers of
fDAO will be slow. Moreover, if continued ‘good’ submissions (e.g. submissions that improve
the objective value fDAO) are not rewarded, then submitters will not be incentivized to spend
the effort to find the best optima. Incentivizing portfolio submitters with fees that reflect
their participation and quality in the network will ensure that they try to find portfolios
that incentivize fDAO(π̃(t),Σt) > fDAO(π̃(t − 1),Σt−1), which is crucial for the DAO being
able to finding optimal allocations faster.6

These example provide the three pillars of the what all functional decentralized allocation
protocols need to assume:

1. All Actors are Adversarial: Decentralized allocation algorithms are able to make
progress in spite of having to assume all submissions are adversarial (akin to adversarial
online convex optimization [5, 119])

f2(x, y) = y2. Then, player 2 doesn’t care what player 1 does, and player 1’s optimizer is at (x, y) = (0, 1)
whereas player 2’s is at y = 0.

5This is not uniquely defined and will vary for different applications; however, intuitively, one can consider
corr(πi(t)− π̃(t− 1), π̃(t)− π̃(t− 1)) > 0 for a correlation metric corr

6In our follow-on paper, we will formalize this by showing that fees increase the rate of convergence of
fDAO to an optimum. A similar result was shown for convex objectives in [100]
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Figure 1: Stylized figure of how Aera would behave in a bear market as a hedging vehicle for
DAOs

2. Different types of actors can collude to worsen portfolio performance: En-
suring that collusion is at best a zero-sum game (e.g. submitters lose if arbitrageurs are
able to profit) is crucial to ensuring that an adversary cannot drain the DAO treasury

3. Submitters need to be incentivized to speed up the distributed optimiza-
tion algorithm: By paying submitters with fees proportional to reputation and/or
contribution to objective function improvements, one ensures that submitters do not
randomly search the space of portfolios and have a better rate of convergence than
random search

In follow-up work, we will prove that under some mild assumptions about price time-series,
particular configurations of Aera are able to make progress towards an optimum of fDAO

under these three assumptions.

1.2 Aera: Decentralized Allocation as a Protocol

The past section has distilled the DAO treasury management problem into a decentralized,
adversarial, incentive-driven online optimization problem. A natural question to ask at this
juncture is: “Can we use ideas from decentralized finance and adversarial online optimization
to provide practical solutions to this problem?” To answer this question, we combine tools
from automated market making, model selection in machine learning, and algorithmic game
theory. Figure 1 provides a stylized view of how an Aera vault would ameliorate DAO
treasury allocation in a bear market.
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We will first introduce Aera as a protocol that constructs a competition amongst agents
who submit DAO treasury allocations. Figure 2 shows how the different agents and the DAO
interact with the treasury. Agents, known as vault guardians, participate in an iterated skills-
based competition with the goal of maximizing their individual rewards paid out from the
DAO for participating. At each round of the game, vault guardians tender a portfolio for
a DAO’s treasury. In order to participate, vault guardians will have to stake assets that
can be slashed if their allocation causes the DAO to suffer a loss. Arbitrageurs who spot
price discrepancies between a DAO treasury’s implied portfolio value and the rest of the
market will also able to participate in the competition by proposing improved DAO treasury
allocation. This allows the DAO to ‘outsource’ slashing, as arbitrageur gains correspond
to allocator losses. In particular, arbitrage losses that the DAO treasury faces are passed
on via slashing to the allocator if the losses are sufficiently large. This ensures that even
if arbitrageurs and vault guardians collude, their maximal profit is bounded and the game
between these two agents and the DAO is zero-sum.

One key feature of Aera is that it forces time-scale separation between the different par-
ticipants. The depositing DAO is a depositor with very long time preference who primarily
conducts two actions: depositing and withdrawing. The DAO also authorizes a specific al-
gorithm for selecting optimal DAO treasury allocations among Guardian submissions. They
do not have to make any predictions about the assets in the vault, but they do have to pay
fees to participate. Vault Guardians, on the other hand, have to theorize on optimal DAO
treasury allocations. There is a minimum time period E for which they must submit a port-
folio and they are graded on how their portfolio performs over the time t, t+1, . . . , t+E (see
§2 for a concrete example). This forces the vault guardian, who stakes assets to suggest an
optimal allocation, to have non-trivial predictive power about the DAO’s objective function
value and the external market, should they want to be profitable. Finally, arbitrageurs are
allowed to interact with the vault’s portfolio and trade against it at any time (e.g. when they
spot an arbitrage between the DAO’s quoted price and an external market).

Allocations and Aggregation. Each DAO treasury generically has a universe U of assets
that it is willing to invest in. The set U of allowable assets is a relatively static choice and
should be updated infrequently via on-chain governance. For instance, U could include
ERC-20 representations of assets such as stablecoins, Opyn options, Element fixed-interest
loans, or automated market maker LP shares. An allocation is represented by a portfolio
π ∈ {p ∈ R

|U |
+ : 1Tp = 1}. The portfolio π represents the percentage of the treasury that is

allocated to each of these assets.
Once vault guardians submit their portfolio allocations π1, . . . , πn to the protocol, an

aggregation rule Agg is used to construct a single portfolio that the DAO then executes
trades to enter. The aggregated portfolio, π̃ = Agg(π1, . . . , πn), can be thought of as a
multidimensional generalization of aggregation rules used in price oracles, such as Chainlink’s
medianizer [23] or Pyth’s confidence interval weighted aggregation rule [13]. We discuss
aggregation rules and methodology in §3.

Upon receiving the aggregated portfolio π̃, the Aera protocol takes treasury assets and
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Figure 2: Pictorial description of the different agents involved within Aera

puts them in a particular constant function market maker (CFMM) [9, 8] that is adapted to
ensure that the relative proportions of the assets are equal to π̃. In this way, the DAO will
be a liquidity provider to a CFMM that helps execute the trades for adjusting the portfolio
to π̃. As a CFMM automatically quotes a price for every pair of assets within the share,
pi,j, i, j ∈ U , arbitrageurs can trade against the portfolio until the relative asset proportions
are equal to π̃ [39]. The portfolio weights will be at π̃ when the prices quoted by the market
maker are in equilibrium with external prices (e.g. at a centralized exchange).

Recall that CFMMs impair a loss upon liquidity providers (known as impermanent or
divergence loss [10]) due to the concavity of CFMM trading functions. If allocators collec-
tively submit portfolios where fDAO(π̃,Σt) deviates significantly from fDAO(π∗(Σt),Σt), then
they increase the arbitrage loss felt by liquidity providers (see Appendix A). This loss can be
computed on-chain and passed through to the allocated by slashing their staked assets. As
such, arbitrageurs serve as an important feedback mechanism for ensuring that the allocators
have skin-in-the-game for their predictions.

Prior work on Aggregation. Choosing an aggregation rule is a well-studied problem in
machine learning and algorithmic game theory. Recent work [100] has shown that there ex-
ist optimal aggregation rules for convex loss functions and one can directly compute fees for
how much to pay submitters for predictions in such a scenario. Other work, especially in the
field of federated learning, has focused on adversarial resistant aggregation rules for gradient
descent [18], data poisoning attacks [40], differential privacy [20], and decentralized neural
network training [89]. However, the majority of these aggregation rules are too computation-
ally expensive for a blockchain environment. The mechanism of [100] involves computing a
Fenchel conjugate of a loss function, while the mechanisms from federated learning gener-
ally use trimmed means (e.g. compute the mean after throwing out particular quantiles of
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received predictions).
Recent work on robust aggregation [110] argues that weighted, geometric medians are

sufficient for robust aggregation. Aera will use this class of aggregation rules as they are
significantly simpler to compute and can be evaluated in on-chain environments. We note
that Pyth [13] also uses a variant of a weighted median aggregation rule. Moreover, the
weights in these aggregation rules naturally correspond to the reputation scores for each
submitter so that higher reputation submitters are able to have a larger impact on the final
aggregation value. This, coupled with the proper incentives for providing good allocations,
can be used to ensure that we are close to fDAO(π∗(Σt),Σt) (which will be formally shown
in a follow-on paper). If there is excess veriable compute capacity in the future (e.g. on
a Zero-Knowledge rollup such as Starkware [124], Polygon [97] or Scroll [121]), Aera can
migrate to a higher accuracy aggregation rule.

Grading and Incentivizing Allocators. A key component of the Aera protocol is that
a participant’s allocation submission is graded based on their contribution to how much
they changed fDAO. If a submitter deviates wildly from rational, optimizing submitters’
values and this causes the final portfolio to move away from the optimal value, they should
receive less in fees or even a slashing. Deciding how to attribute how much a participant’s
submission changes an aggregate output is a difficult problem but has been extensively
studied in federated and collaborative learning. We will adapt ideas from these areas to
utilize when grading Aera submitters.

As a concrete example, suppose that a participant submits a portfolio (0.1, 0.2, 0.7)
whereas the optimal portfolio is (1

3
, 1

3
, 1

3
) ∈ OPT(fDAO). The loss to the DAO, L, should

the aggregate submission have been (0.1, 0.2, 0.7), is L = fDAO(1
3
, 1

3
, 1

3
)− fDAO(0.1, 0.2, 0.7).

Since fDAO (or simplified approximation of it) can be evaluated using only on-chain state,
a smart contract can compute L and penalize the agent if L is bigger than some threshold,
e.g. penalize if we are 10% away from the optimum L > 0.1×fDAO(0.1, 0.2, 0.7) or if the loss
is greater than 10% of the total treasury in eth terms. The choice of such thresholds can
dramatically impact the performance of a collaborative optimization problem (see, e.g. [18]
and [89]). Choosing these thresholds for when a submitter is penalized depends on properties
of the assets involved, including their volatility profiles and conditional value-at-risk.

Moreover, just as other collaborative learning problems that have Schelling or focal points,
we also have to reward agents who submit allocations that concentrate around a particular
value. The statistical justification for this is that concentrated predictions provide tighter
confidence intervals that can be used to evaluate prediction quality. While focal points have
a number of known collusion issues [52], providing tighter confidence intervals is important in
multi-round, iterated games as it is the main way participants reveal information about their
generative processes that provide predictions [70, Ch. 3]. As such our grading methodology
for submitters rewards submitters separately for providing a parameter that improves the
objective function and for providing confidence in the system. We note that our grading
methodology differs significantly from Pyth [13], as we end up grading performance against
fDAO as opposed to grading based on tightness of quoted confidence intervals.
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We subsequently use the grades of each submitter to construct relative rankings in order
to determine what percentage of fees a particular submitter will get. Recall that the Shapley
value of an n-person coalition game with value function v describes the contribution that
the ith player contributed towards an equilibrium [120]. In our scenario, if the grades
for each submitter represent the value provided by the ith player, then the Shapley value
represents how much player i contributed to the final portfolio. For this distribution of fees,
we measure the impact of the ith submitter using a weighted Shapley value constructed from
the individual grades [71, 120]. Relaxations of weighted Shapley Values that are efficient to
compute have been utilized in machine learning for model attribution and selection for both
decision trees and neural networks [85, 127].

As we can view each submitter as submitting a ‘model’ (their weights for the treasury
portfolio) and the aggregation rule as constructing an ensemble, we can use the Shapley
values to measure submitter performance. In turn, this performance is used to distribute a
fixed set of fees based on players’ relative performances. If the total fees to be spent by the
DAO on block height h are γ(h) and Λi is player i’s Shapley value, player i earns γ(h)i:

γ(h)i = γ(h)si(h)

(
max(Λi, 0)∑
i max(Λi, 0)

+
min(Λi, 0)∑
i |min(Λi, 0)|

)
where si(h) is the stake of player i at height h. This says that a player who had a positive
contribution to improving fDAO gets pro-rata fees relative to the set of all players with positive
contribution (Λi > 0). In practice, the precise calculation of this value is approximated and
there are a number of other practical desiderata regarding fee distribution (and slashing),
which are covered in Appendix D.

1.3 Comparison to Prediction Markets and Futarchy

There are a number of similarities between Aera and futarchy [61, 24], a mechanism for
executing governance decisions via prediction markets. First we claim that they both require
participants (who are submitters and arbitrageurs in Aera) to make non-trivial calculations
that take advantage of asymmetric information. Secondly, they both use automated market
makers to ensure that liquidity is present for participants to make informed bets. However,
the three main differences that ensure that Aera is able to avoid some of the pitfalls of
futarchy (which has not been successful in practice) are:

1. Usage of CFMMs. The types of market makers used for futarchy, such as the log-
arithmic market scoring rule, have been unsuccessful at attracting usage outside of
niche election markets. CFMMs, however, have processed trillions of dollars of trans-
actions and are easy to setup (see below for details on the computational complexity
of logarithmic market scoring rules)

2. Time-Scale Separation of Market Participants. Submitters calculate and the-
orize outcomes and lock up capital for a relatively long period of time whereas arbi-
trageurs (who in essence execute the portfolio rebalance for the DAO) only have to
lock up capital for short periods of time
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3. Predictions are only of on-chain state. Aera facilitates predictions of on-chain
state only (e.g. size of treasury in the future, expected loan book size) versus exogenous,
off-chain events. This makes Aera a closed-loop system in that the objective function,
grading, and incentive distribution can be executed on-chain provided there is data
availability.

We will discuss these three differences in detail after describing the similarities between Aera
and futarchy.

Similarities with Futarchy. We first argue that successful submitters necessarily need
to have non-zero predictive power to continue to be successful in Aera. This is equivalent to
the futarchy requirement that some agents have non-trivial asymmetric information in order
to reach a Bayes rational expectations equilibrium [61, 108]. First, note that submitters are
optimizing the objective function fDAO, which is a function only of the current environment
Σt (as opposed to having path dependence, i.e. dependence on Σs, for s < t). We claim
that to observe if a portfolio π is actually improving fDAO, we need to observe the objective
function after some period to compute the impact of rebalancing to π. In other words, we
need measure fDAO(π,Σt) and fDAO(π,Σt+δ) for some δ > 0.

Suppose for a contradiction that this were not true. Then we could find an element of
OPT(fDAO(π,Σt)) via a deterministic algorithm such as gradient descent or an interior point
method that we could evaluate on-chain. However, such a deterministic approach is vulner-
able to being front-run as DAO asset purchases would become highly predictable (e.g. would
be the target of maximal extractable value searchers [75]). This would lead to fDAO(π,Σt+1)
being worse than fDAO(π,Σt), in spite of choosing an optimum portfolio. Moreover, the
longer the observation window δ, the more confidence we can have that fDAO(π,Σt+δ) is
better or worse than fDAO(π,Σt). This comes directly from the fact that Σt is a filtration on
a probability space generated by all historical on-chain transactions and valid sequences of
on-chain transactions that can be executed at block height t.

Combined, these demonstrate that a submitter has to have predictive power about Σt+δ

in order to improve fDAO(π,Σt) with positive expectation. This can only happen if the agent
has non-trivial information about future prices and on-chain state (e.g. loan book) behavior.
Secondly, most futarchy proposals (which were formalized by Pennock, et. al [108]) use
automated market makers to ensure that players with excess information can bet on a future
state. In Aera, the protocol commits to an aggregated portfolio held in an automated market
maker for the length of an epoch δ. Arbitrageurs trade against that portfolio and effectively
‘grade’ how well the aggregate portfolio does over an epoch.7 If submitters’ aggregated
information predicts the correct portfolio to maximize fDAO, then the value of the portfolio
at time t+δ should be maximized via arbitrageurs and informed trades [10]. We can view the
arbitrageurs’ trades against the portfolio as a process to guide the portfolio to Σt+δ, where
submitters win if they predicted information about that state correctly and lose otherwise.

7Arbitrage losses are only one component of the grading process. For instance, for the risk-aware treasury
management described in §2, the parameters chosen by the submitters also need to cover the liabilities of
the depositing DAO in order for them to receive rewards.
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Market Structure Differences with Futarchy. Futarchy seeks to override an existing
status quo with a completely new market that needs to be created from scratch. On the
other hand, the status quo for DAOs is ineffective and Aera is leveraging an existing market,
with existing players and existing liquidity. This allows Aera to by-pass almost all of the
market mechanism criticisms about Futarchy (e.g. the cold start problem, lack of liquidity,
lack of investor interest, etc).

Moreover, the submitters and arbitrageurs already exist today as DAO members, data
science companies, and trading firms. Onboarding these users into this “3-sided” marketplace
is much easier than starting a new futarchy market from scratch. Aera is using the existing
market to solve a much more constrained problem with a much more clear objective function
on a shorter time horizon, allowing for more rapid feedback loops and an effective culling
of weaker players. Finally, Aera assumes that there exists a well-defined objective function,
unlike traditional futarchy which requires a very extensive process of defining and refining
the objective function.

Usage of CFMMs. CFMMs are by far the most popular form of decentralized trading
mechanism used on blockchains. The most popular CFMM, Uniswap, has helped facilitate
over $1 trillion in trading volume since 2018 [25]. One of the main advantages of using
CFMMs over other types of automated market makers is because computing optimal ar-
bitrage is computationally simple. In particular, while the optimal arbitrage problem for
CFMMs is convex and polynomial time [9], optimal arbitrage for traditional market scoring
rules used in futarchy can be as complex as #P-hard [28]. This has been a vexing problem
for both practical and theoretical applications of market scoring rules.

Another important reason for using CFMMs is that they naturally map to portfolios that
are rebalanced by arbitrage. For instance, [39] demonstrated that geometric mean market
makers are precisely portfolios of N -assets with weightings π ∈ {p ∈ RN

+ : 1Tp = 1} such
that arbitrageurs ensure that the asset composition stays near π. Given that there are a
number of large aggregators that route trades through CFMMs, such as 1inch and Matcha,
arbitrage order flow to trade against a DAO’s treasury portfolio is much easier to source with
CFMMs. Finally, we note that CFMMs have stronger guarantees on price manipulability
than market scoring rules. Manipulating prices in a CFMM will cause submitters to take
larger losses than they should, so prevention of price manipulation is important for safe
portfolio rebalancing. If one wants to manipulate the price on a Uniswap-style exchange by
a factor of ε, i.e. move the price from p to (1± ε)p, then it will cost at least

√
εL, where L

is the liquidity of the CFMM pool [140, App. E].

Time-scale separation. In futarchy, buyers and sellers within a prediction market can
trade at any time until a particular market close time to allow for a government or DAO
to make a decision [24, 61]. For example, consider a market for US GDP in 2032 where
participants could trade a binary option on whether the US GDP is greater than or less than
$100T. Participants can trade freely between the positive and negative assets until 2027, at
which point the DAO or government will execute a public policy based on how the market
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settles. The instrument can be thought of as something with a payoff of $100 if the US
GDP in 2032 is greater than $100T or $0 otherwise. The asset might be worth $45 while the
opposite share is $55 and this price is allowed to freely fluctuate until 2027. On the other
hand, Aera forces the submitter to calculate and theorize at time t about on-chain state at
time t + δ and the submitter cannot change their stated outcomes or trade out as futarchy
participants can.

Anyone can trade freely with the CFMM within Aera, but a submitter cannot collude
with an arbitrageur to implicitly change their prediction without a large capital cost. To
see why, suppose that a submitter tendered a portfolio with weights (0.5, 0.5). However,
at time t + δ/2, the submitter has new information and realizes the optimal portfolio is
(0.4, 0.6). The submitter could perform trades herself (or collude with an arbitrageur) to
make fDAO((0.5, 0.5),Σt+δ) > fDAO((0.4, 0.6),Σt+δ). This would, however, cost the submitter
at least

√
εL in a Uniswap-style CFMM and also cost extra in impermanent loss. Also

note that this cost is linear in time, so that such a manipulation has a cost that is Ω(δ)
(See Appendix A for the generalization to generic CFMMs). Aera’s collateral model and
parameters (which is sketched in Appendix B) is constructed such that the cost of performing
such a manipulation is greater than the fees earned by the staker which is sketched in
Appendix A (and formally proved in a subsequent paper).

The time-scale separation between submitters and arbitrageurs is crucial to ensuring that
this cost of manipulation is higher than the expected profit from fees. Futarchy has been
critiqued for having a ‘whale problem’ where a single entity buys all of the tokens for an
event happening right before it happens, reducing the profit of those with better information
at earlier times [24, 65]. As the cost of manipulation is Ω(δ) for Aera, the whale problem
becomes less viable as the epoch length δ increases. We note that careful design of how
and/when fees are paid out after an epoch has completed is required to ensure this cost is
Ω(δ) in practice.8

On-chain predictions only. As mentioned, submitters have to have non-trivial ability
to calculate and theorize about on-chain state Σt+δ in order to be successful. However, it is
quite important that the predictions are only about on-chain state. Prediction markets such
as Augur [109] or Astraea [4] and collaborative trading markets like Numerai [35] generally
try to solve the oracle problem, which involves using incentives to bring off-chain information
on-chain. This, however, means that there is no purely objective way of evaluating if a given
off-chain data point is valid outside of the consensus of market participants. Prediction
markets restricted to on-chain bets only, such as Aera, can objectively evaluate if a particular
prediction was correct or not simply by evaluating fDAO. Moreover, grading how well a
participant is doing relative to others for on-chain predictions is easier as the entire state
necessary to compute a grade is available (provided data availability liveness of the layer 1
blockchain).

8As an example of a similar epoch-based mechanism that accidentally had o(δ) cost due to how fees were
paid in the derivatives exchange dYdX, see [67]
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Aera overcomes the notable failures of Futarchy. Most of the critiques against
futarchy tend to deal with the whale problem, a lack of liquidity and/or ease of trading,
and the difficulty in repeatedly grading users based on historical performance [24, 65]. By
restricting the types of predictions that can be made and using CFMMs to have a high
cost of manipulation, we argue that these features of Aera allow it to avoid the pitfalls of
futarchy. While this paper will focus on the usage of Aera for treasury management (which
maps cleanly onto CFMMs as a trade execution mechanism), one can imagine that the
futarchy-like properties of Aera could help manage other on-chain state. DAOs use on-chain
governance to manage risk parameters (e.g. margin requirements, interest rate curves) and
incentive spend (e.g. incentives to get new users using a protocol) and it is likely that a mod-
ifcation of the treasury management mechanism could be used to have a market mechanism
for updating these parameters.

Overview. The remainder of this paper is divided into seven sections. §2 describes the
treasury management problem for DAOs that have protocol-provided insurance and §3 gives
a breakdown of approaches to grading and aggregating parameter submissions necessary
for such a mechanism to function in a decentralized manner. Subsequently, §4 provides
replicating portfolio strategies that portfolio submitters can use within Aera. §5 and §6
describe the smart contract architecture and security audit for the protocol. §7 describes
simulation and test vault performance results for these smart contracts while §8 describes
future work and the protocol’s long-term roadmap.

2 Improving Capital Efficiency for Protocols with In-

surance Funds

To improve the capital efficiency of their protocols, risk bearing protocols such as Aave (lend-
ing) and Synthetix (derivatives) utilize stake-based insurance funds. Such funds aim to cover
capital shortfalls due to cascading liquidations and, at least theoretically, allow the protocol
to be more aggressive with risk parameters (such as margin requirements). A protocol’s goal
is to utilize the insurance fund to create more competitive margin requirements. This would
allow such protocols to offer high amounts of leverage to users while providing roughly the
same security against cascading liquidations.

Such treasury reserve funds involve holders of a protocol’s native token who stake (or lock-
up) this token in order to earn inflation rewards (which are denominated in the protocol’s
token). For instance, the Aave safety module allows Aave token holders to stake their Aave
and earn nominal Aave-denominated yield. However, if the system ends up having positive
liabilities (e.g. shortfall events in Aave), then the protocol can sell or distribute assets in
the insurance fund to cover these liabilities. In these scenarios, users who staked assets into
the insurance pool realize losses, in a manner similar to holders of traditional credit default
swaps. These losses can also be thought of as claims payouts in traditional insurance, except
that they are triggered by oracle updates to a protocol that cause insolvency (e.g. an event
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such as assets < liabilities).
Currently, the majority of these insurance funds are treated as treasury assets which can

be used to cover shortfall event payouts. However, these treasuries are mainly denominated
in the protocol’s native token with some small amount of reserve assets (e.g. fees accrued)
that are collected in other assets such as eth and stablecoins. If the liabilities within the
protocol are not covered by the assets held within the insurance fund, then the protocol is
in technical default. As such, we can view the problem of a protocol providing sufficient
insurance to its users as a particular form of treasury management.

Insurance and Fund Management in DeFi. There have been a plethora of attempts
at adding insurance to cryptocurrency protocols. One of the main drivers of insurance has
been an attempt at creating an safe on-chain savings account, where depositors earn yield
from borrowers who desire leverage. This would act much like government-backed deposit
insurance (i.e. FDIC insurance) that protects savers when there are systemic collapses in the
DeFi banking system. However, most attempts at DeFi protocols that aim to provide such
a service focus on directly providing this to users. Bridge Mutual [96], Risk Harbor [117],
InsurAce [137], Unslashed Finance [137], Cozy Finance [38], and Opyn V1 [49] are protocols
that allow users to deposit a portion of their earned interest into an insurance pool that pays
out on a liquidation event. Moreover, the largest protocol to act as a savings account, the
Anchor protocol on the now-defunct Terra blockchain, failed spectacularly and many DeFi
insurers did not pay out [98, 137].

The interface of forcing savers to buy their own deposit insurance is quite unnatural — in
the off-chain world, the financial intermediary (e.g. a bank or exchange) purchases or holds
insurance on customer fund losses. In traditional finance, this insurance aggregation effect
allows for cheaper coverage to be provided to a larger number of users and participants. Can
something similar be replicated in DeFi?

One way of replicating this is via rebalancing a DeFi protocol’s stake-based insurance
funds. If a portion of the assets in the stake-based insurance fund could be diverted to
uncorrelated yield-bearing assets, then the protocol could better weather tail risks. This
would effectively serve as an analogue of FDIC insurance, provided that the diverted assets
were actively managed to avoid overconcentration and a loss of correlation to liabilities. We
term any mechanism for rebalancing an insurance fund’s assets to match its liabilities and/or
hedge downside risk, risk-aware treasury management. We note that risk-aware treasury
management differs from insurance in that the agents who provide the treasury management
service are not utilizing their own capital to cover insolvencies but rather provide actuarial
recommendations for rebalancing a DAO’s insurance.

Mechanics of Protocol Insurance. In order to describe mechanisms for rebalancing an
insurance fund’s assets, we first need to understand how existing DeFi protocol insurance
works. Suppose that a protocol such as Aave issues a native token t whose supply inflates
by i(h) units of t at block height h. Currently, insurance funds are structured such that
holders of t can stake their assets in a smart contract to receive a pro-rata share of i(h).
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Specifically, if a user has locked b% of assets in the staked contract at block height h, they
will receive b

100
· i(h) units of t. On the other hand, if there is an insurance claim where the

fund has a liability of L(h) units of t, then the staker will lose b
100
·L(h) units of t at block

height h.
During times of duress, like Black Thursday [136], protocols will have liabilities denom-

inated in other currencies that can be larger than the amount held in the T-denominated
insurance fund. This leads to the liability L(h) growing dramatically around such events.
Moreover, if price of asset t also plummets at the same time, the liabilities will increase
further. Finally, if liquidation cascades are caused due to sudden growth in t denominated
liabilities L(h), then the T-denominated insurance fund can be drained.

Stake-based insurance funds work well when the cost of paying out the n + 1st claim
(in units of t) doesn’t depend strongly on the execution price of claim n. One way of
covering for these scenarios is to swap a portion of the block inflation i(h) into assets that
are correlated with the liabilities L(h). If it were possible for an on-chain investment vehicle
to guarantee correlation to liabilities while also providing positive return, then DAOs can
reduce their token inflation. Moreover, given the extra coverage for tail events provided by
being correlated to L(h), protocols can be more aggressive with regards to risk parameters,
which improves capital efficiency.

2.1 Hedging Protocol Risks via Treasury Management

In this section, we describe Aera’s strategies for rebalancing a DAO’s treasury to ensure
that there is sufficient correlation to liabilities. We first provide backgrounds on rebalancing
vaults before describing the incentive and security properties of such a vault. The formal
guarantees of this vault strategy will be described in a subsequent paper focused on game
theoretic properties of Aera and in the appendices.

Risk-Aware Treasury Vaults. Aera builds on the success of on-chain reinvestment ve-
hicles, such as Yearn Finance vaults, to achieve these goals. Consider a portfolio π of assets,
including the protocol’s native tokens t and liquid assets that are strongly correlated to out-
standing borrow (e.g. eth, eth options, and stablecoins). Aera will manage this portfolio
in a vault, which handles the business logic for updating the portfolio and executing the
rebalancing strategy.

Vaults are smart contracts that assist DAOs with the management of their portfolios
of assets autonomously using a fixed strategy. There are a number of protocols that utilize
vaults, which were initially pioneered by Yearn Finance. Within DeFi, the majority of vaults
are utilized to execute so-called ‘yield farming’ strategies [10]. These strategies involve taking
an initial portfolio π of assets, depositing the portfolio into various protocols that are offering
token-denominated yields, and rebalancing the portfolio when yields change or deviate from a
target return. Yield farming vaults have been used for options [56, 44], liquidity provision [43,
113], lending [106, 122], and managing perpetual derivative positions [112].

However, as the majority of vaults use transparent, public, and on-chain strategies, they
are unable to adjust their strategy in response to losses due to adverse selection. Moreover,
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most strategies optimize simple objective functions, such as yield maximization, and are
agnostic to the utility functions of the vault’s depositors. Aera’s risk-aware vault is not
agnostic to its depositors’ objectives, as the depositors are DAOs that have liabilities to
cover. A depositing DAO’s utility function is codified as an objective function which is used
to grade submitters and determine their share of fees. The goal of the parameter submitters
is to enable the strategy utilized on-chain to be dynamic and competitive, reducing the
overall adverse selection and transaction cost for a DAO.

A unique challenge faced by vaults offering dynamic rebalance strategies is deciding on an
optimal rebalancing frequency. If a vault rebalances too frequently, then it will realize losses
from excessive transaction costs. Moreover, high-frequency rebalances will lead to excess
selling of the protocol’s native token t, reducing the price of t and limiting the overall
coverage of liabilities in dollar or eth terms. On the other hand, if the vault rebalances
too slowly, then it will not be adjusting to asset correlations and the portfolio is unable to
track the liabilities of the depositing protocol. Aera optimizes rebalancing between these
two extremes by using a two-speed incentive mechanism that has a ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ path.

Time-Scale Separation. There are two time-scales within Aera: a ‘slow’ time scale that
represents when a particular portfolio strategy is fixed and a ‘fast’ time-scale for arbitrageurs
who trade against the vault to rebalance portfolios. The slow path in Aera involves parameter
submitters who submit a portfolio π to the vault infrequently. Submission of parameters
occurs on an epoch basis, where an epoch is defined to be a fixed number E > 0 of blocks.
The kth epoch consists of blocks between heights kE and (k+1)E and parameters for epoch
k + 1 are submitted prior to reaching block height (k + 1)E. At epoch e > 0 and given a
target portfolio πe, the vault adjusts its portfolio from πe−1 to πe via arbitrage.

This defines two time-scales: the epoch time E and the single block time (arbitrageurs
can interact with the vault at any block height). One one hand, this separation of time-scales
ensures that there is sufficient time for arbitrageurs to adjust the portfolio without causing
excess price impact and/or payment of transaction fees (which would be realized if we traded
from πe−1 to πe in a single block, c.f. [118]). On the other hand, this time-scale controls how
well we can grade parameter submitters for matching portfolio assets with liabilities. If we
have too short of an epoch length E, then grading the submitters will be difficult as there
will be too much noise in the rankings of submitters.9 On the other hand, if the epoch
length is too large, then the submitters will not be able to adjust the portfolio fast enough
to changes in liabilities (which are exogenous to Aera).

In a decentralized, pseudonymous system, it is possible (and even likely) that the param-
eter submitters and arbitrageurs collude. Aera is designed such that even if the parameter
submitters and arbitrageurs collude, any expected gains made by one party are at the expense
of the other (e.g. the sum of their utilities is non-positive sum in expectation). However,

9As a simple demonstration of this, suppose the grades at each block of n submitters are drawn inde-
pendently from distributions D1, . . . , Dn with bounded moments. The net grade of a user can be defined
as gi = 1

E

∑E
h=1 di,h, where di,h ∼ Di. This will converge to the true mean grade distribution at rate

O
(

E[|di,1|3]
Var[di,1]3/2

√
E

)
via the Berry-Esseen theorem. This illustrates that small epochs lead to noisier grades.
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it is still possible for collusion to be profitable around particular rare events (e.g. persistent
price shocks to the assets in the portfolio that last for many epochs). One mechanism for
limiting the profitability during these events is to place limits on the maximum portfolio
change within a single epoch.

Suppose parameter submitters tender portfolio weight changes that are too large relative
to the optimal portfolio (i.e. the portfolio that optimizes the objective function). Then the
vault will quote a trading price that is very off market and leak value to external arbitrageurs.
This is particularly pronounced in when there is a single parameter submitter who may
atomically trade in response to portfolio changes. To reduce the profitability of collusion, we
introduce constraints that bound the maximum weight change for each asset, i.e. |(πe+1)i −
(πe)i| < ci for all assets i. Note that ci can depend on properties of an asset’s price trajectory,
such as its volatility and jump size distribution. With the appropriate economic incentives
associated with damaging submissions (see Appendix B), we are able to relax some of these
constraints (e.g. increase ci).

2.2 Participant Incentives

Parameter submitters are rewarded in aera inflation for submitting risk parameters, whereas
arbitrageurs sometimes receive aera bonuses for trading against the vault. To receive re-
wards and earn fees, parameter submitters must put up capital on a particular vault in order
to submit parameters to this vault.

Parameter Submitter Incentives. Parameter submitters in Aera are crucial to ensur-
ing that DAO’s have access to treasury risk management optimization. However, parameter
submitters need to be disincentivized from providing bad parameters. In particular, submit-
ter capital is put at risk of loss in order to used force submitters to ‘put their money where
their mouth is.’ Parameter submitters are required to stake a sufficient quantity of capital
to make submissions. If their submissions cause negative outcomes or losses for the vault,
their staked assets are slashed proportional to the loss incurred.

As such, submitters are incentivized to enter the parameter submission contest only if
they have sufficient confidence in their ability to predict future objective function values.
However, a submitter’s rewards will be higher when they have both higher confidence pre-
dictions and higher stake in the system. Thus submitters are incentivized to have better
predictive models and data aggregation capabilities relative to others.

One other important metric for the protocol to monitor is the submission quality (over
many epochs) of individual submitters The protocol aims to reward the highest quality
submitters over time. A parameter submitter is graded based on their contribution to the
improvement of the vault’s objective function. Various methodologies for performing such
grading will be described in §3. If a parameter submitter has a high ‘quality score’ (e.g. time
average of their grades), their submissions will be weighted higher during the aggregation
of portfolios tendered by submitters. This will increase their fee attribution measured via
weighted Shapley values (see Appendix D) should they continue to have submissions that
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improve the vault’s objective function. The game theoretic properties of using the weighted
Shapley value for this iterated game will be analyzed in a follow-up paper.

We also note that oracle protocols such as Pyth [13] have learned quality scores for each
submitter. Instead of ranking submitters based on how much they improve an objective
function, the submitters in Pyth are rewarded based on how tightly they are able to provide
confidence intervals on price feeds.

DAO Incentives. Depositing DAOs have the most clear incentives to analyze within the
Aera protocol. These DAOs want the benefits of active asset management aligned to their
utilities while still having credible decentralization. Given that DAO governance generally
cannot handle active asset management, DAOs have a natural incentive to avoid losses in
utility by using Aera. However, we also provide incentives to DAOs that deposit into vaults.

Arbitrageur Incentives. Aera’s fast path utilizes arbitrage incentives to ensure that the
portfolio stays within risk tolerances. This ensures that arbitrageurs will continue to interact
with the vault even when the assets and/or the underlying blockchain are in times of duress.
One can view any incentives paid to arbitrageurs as a form of liquidation incentive (akin to
those in Aave, Compound, and Maker) used to ensure that the vault can reach its target
portfolio within an epoch. These risk tolerances are utilized when grading staker performance
— stakers are only slashed when arbitrageurs cause the DAO’s portfolio to drift far enough
from the target portfolio.

In Figure 3, we see an example of how risk parameters rh ∈ R2
+ are utilized to control

arbitrageur incentives. When the portfolio value (e.g. net asset value of the vault in numéraire
terms) is within the interval [r−h (e), r+

h (e)], stakers receive all rewards for an epoch i(e).
However, if the portfolio value breaches either of these limits and arbitrageurs are able to
extract α(e) units of profit (represented by the red shaded areas in Figure 3), this profit is
taken from native token rewards and given to arbitrageurs. As such, stakers only realize
i(e) − α(e) in total rewards for epoch e. If i(e) < α(e), then stakers are slashed, which
effectively passes on the arbitrage loss to stakers. More details about arbitrageur and staker
incentives can be found in Appendices B, C, and D.

3 Grading and Aggregation of Parameter Submissions

The core mechanism that Aera uses to disincentivize malicious parameter submission is
via the allocation rewards proportional to the ‘quality’ of a parameter submitter’s value.
Newer oracles such as Pyth [13] also introduce a notion of rewarding users based on quality.
However, measuring quality and attribution of submitters is difficult within a decentralized,
pseudonymous environment. For instance, parameter submitters can collude with each other
to maximize rewards while providing little to no value to the depositing DAO (see [52] for an
example in Proof of Stake). Moreover, parameter submitters and arbitrageurs can collude
to try to drain resources from the vault. Disincentivizing collusion by adjusting fees and/or
slashings to each users is crucial to the success of Aera.
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Figure 3: Evolution of a price trajectory (blue) and risk parameters rh(e) = (r+
h (e), r−h (e)). When

the price leaves the rectangle bounded by r±h , arbitrageurs can trade against the vault. (Top) A
price path and rh with minimal losses to arbitrageurs (e.g. i(e) > α(e)). (Bottom) A price path
and rh with many losses to arbitrageurs (e.g. i(e) < α(e)). See Appendix C for more details.

We treat the role of a parameter submitter as similar to the ‘expert’ in expert learning
problem of machine learning [74]. Expert learning refers to trying to learn the optimal value
of an objective function f given a set of n predictions for the input that maximizes f . It can
also be viewed as an online learning problem when there are repeated rounds of predictions,
as there are in Aera. We draw from the expert learning and collusion resistance literatures
to design the grading rules and rewards for parameter submitters. There are a number
of considerations that need to be taken for any practical system such as computability,
adversarial resistance, and speed of convergence to an optimum of f .

There are two main components of submission quality: grading and aggregation. Grading
refers to the process of ranking the submitters based on the relative performance of their
tendered portfolios. The goal of grading submitters is to ensure that the improvement to
the DAO’s objective function is attributed to them correctly. Model attribution has been
long studied in machine learning, especially when studying the expert learning problem.
Recent work in attribution for neural networks [86, 128, 127] and portfolio management at
BlackRock [94] is the inspiration for our choice of grading mechanic.

On the other hand, aggregation is the process of taking a submitter’s historical perfor-
mance up until epoch e and using that to aggregate portfolios tendered at epoch e + 1.
Aggregation is the main iterative step within Aera that forces submitters to care not only
about their grade at a particular epoch e, but to be incentivized to have a history of grades at
epochs e′ < e. Parameter submitters build their reputation as a good DAO asset allocator by
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submitter stakes
si(t) aera

submit portfolio πi(t)

submitter DAO / protocol

aggregate portfolio
π̃(t) =

Agg({(πi(t), wi(t)})

Turn on CFMM
backed by π̃(t)

arbitrageurs trade
against CFMM so

that π̃(t − 1) → π̃(t)
arbitrageur

grade portfolio via
Shapley values Λi(t)

compute loss function
`i(Λ1(t), . . . ,Λn(t),Σt)

compute weights
wi(t + 1) using Hedge

pay fees and/or
slash submitters
using vi(t), si(t)

update epoch t← t+1

Figure 4: Feedback loop for grading and aggregation of parameter submission values within an
epoch. Rectangular boxes refer to smart contract calls within the Aera protocol, colored by one of
the three agents that interacts with the protocol at that box. Dashed lines represent smart contract
interactions by the DAO, submitter, and arbitrageur.
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repeatedly earning good grades have their future portfolios weighted higher in the aggregate
portfolio that the DAO trades into. By ensuring that submitters have the proper incentives
to build good on-chain track records for various DAOs, Aera can develop a community of
parameter submitters who can manage a DAO’s treasury in a sustainable manner.

The entire flow diagram of the grading and aggregation process can be seen in Figure 4.
One can see the different principle agents — the depositing DAO, the arbitrageur, and the
parameter submitter — and the particular smart contract functions that they call. When
reading this section, please refer to Figure 4 to understand where each component lies.

3.1 Grading Parameter Submissions

Parameter Submitter Collusion. One of the main problems with aggregating multiple
user predictions when there is a reward is that users can collude to submit the same easy
to compute but highly suboptimal answers. As an example, suppose that the objective
function was a quadratic f(x) = (x − a)2 where the value of a is unknown. parameter
submitters could collude and all agree to submit the value x = 0, which leads to not learning
any information about the value a. Adding in fees that parameter submitters compete for,
however, can improve this situation by allowing users to find Schelling (or focal) points that
lead to positive improvements towards reaching an objective. A major question in the design
of Aera is the choice of fee mechanism that minimizes parameter submitter collusion.

In [52], it is shown that iterated Schelling point games in Proof of Stake that require an
extra deposit (on top of existing stake) can be resilient to collusion. These games redistribute
the deposits that stakers place after the outcome is decided. Unfortunately, the redistribution
mechanisms used for the games in this paper assume that the deposit is the only currency
involved and do not handle non-uniform redistribution. In the case of treasury parameter
submission, one needs to reward users proportional to how much their submission increases
the objective which is leads to non-uniform incentive distributions.

On the other hand, Shapley values are known to be able to quantify the amount of
collusion amongst players even if they have a non-uniform distribution [60]. While Shapley
values are expensive to compute, they provide the only credible mechanisms for measuring
how much one needs to pay as an incentive to avoid collusion. Recall that the Shapley value
can be thought of a measure of the expected impact of each users on the final output value
of a game. If a user has higher expected impact, they can claim a higher percentage of fees
(which incentivize non-collusion as users compete to increase their impact).

There are three important properties for fee attribution that one can derive from the
Shapley value: fairness, correct baseline, and full attribution [94]. Fairness implies that if two
submitters propose the same portfolio, then the fees attributed to them will be equivalent.
Correct baseline value implies that the agents are graded relative to a fixed baseline. Full
attribution means that all submitters have their values attributed (e.g. if I submit a non-
trivial portfolio change, then there must be some fee attribution). These three properties
ensure fair fee distribution to submitters based on their expected marginal contribution to
the final portfolio.

The authors of [94], who use the Shapley value to attribute portfolio performance to
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particular features in a portfolio (which can be viewed as the submitters’ individual tendered
portfolios), demonstrate that simpler approximations miss the full attribution property. We
also note similar properties are proved and analyzed in [126], which looks at the efficiacy of
Shapley attribution for portfolio performance. Without the full attribution property, there
is natural incentive to collude [94, §3.1]. Given that approximations of the Shapley value
perform well at historical portfolio attribution, we utilize this as our main means for reducing
parameter submitter collusion [94] (see Appendix D for more details on implementation).

Parameter Submitter and Arbitrageur Collusion. On the other hand, parameter
submitters could collude with arbitrageurs (or be arbitrageurs themselves) and choose pa-
rameters that actively worsen the objective function value. When the portfolio realizes a
loss and it can be attributed to a subset of parameter submitters, slashing that user’s de-
posit by an amount proportional to the loss caused serves as a disincentive for submitters to
collude with arbitraguers. Provided that the assets staked are sufficiently decorrelated from
the assets in the vault, slashing is effective at ensuring that colluding parties have negative
expected value.

However, there are scenarios where the staked assets are overly correlated to the vault
assets where it is possible for the expected value of a colluding submitter and arbitrageur to
be positive. We provide a sufficient condition in our follow-on paper that provides sufficient
conditions for ensuring that the probability that this event happens is small. This sufficient
condition is used to adaptively adjust the block reward and fee distribution such that the
likelihood of a parameter submitter profitably colluding with an arbitrageurs is small and
can be controlled via protocol governance.

Finally, we note that we separate the value of staked assets deposited by a parameter
submitter from the agent’s quality score. The staked value determines the pro-rata share of
aera rewards captured by the parameter submitter whereas the quality score determines
the fees that are distributed to that particular submitter.10 The protocol does not allow
quality scores to be transferred between different Aera vaults in order to avoid issues where
user’s with a high quality score in one vault utilize it to collude with arbitrageurs in another
vault. This also allows DAOs to help seed the community of parameter submitters to an
Aera vault that they deposit to with members of their risk community.

3.2 Aggregating Parameter Submissions

While one aspect of grading involves computing how fees should be distributed to minimize
collusion, another aspect involves aggregating the portfolios tendered by parameter submit-
ters to construct the DAO’s portfolio for the next epoch. Formally, this means that we need
to construct a series of weights w1(h), . . . , wn(h) for each of the n parameter submitters

10We note that the separation of fee and value distributions also exists within auction design. The only
computationally credible, truthful, and bounded communication auction [42] utilizes deposits and slashing
where deposits act as fees to ensure that the auctioneer cannot create fake bids to increase the final sale
price. Similarly, we utilize the fee redistribution to ensure that large stakeholders cannot influence the final
aggregated portfolio unless they also have a high quality score (measured via the Shapley value)
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at block height h. The weights represent the confidence that the protocol has in the ith
submitter based on their prior tendered portfolios. Constructing a baseline portfolio can
be thought of as a multi-armed bandit problem (which will be formalized below): the k
parameter submitters are arms in the bandit problem and the protocol aims to learn a set
of weights w1, . . . , wn based on prior performance. Finally, note that a choice of portfolio
aggregation mechanism also impacts fee distribution, as utilizing the Shapley value relies on
selection of a baseline portfolio (see [94, §2] for further discussion on this).

There exist a number of algorithms for solving multi-armed bandit problems under both
stochastic and adversarial assumptions. All algorithms known to the authors have different
computational, accuracy, and convergence trade-offs. First, we will make the connection
between the portfolio aggregation problem and bandit learning algorithms. Then we will
review three main mechanisms for solving bandit problems: Hedge algorithm, Follow-the-
Leader, and convex aggregation.

Multi-armed Bandits. The multi-armed bandit problem involves a learner who aims to
maximize their expected value from sampling a loss function ` given a time budget T . This
loss function can only be sampled by the learner pulling one of n arms to receive a loss `t at
time t. A learner creates a distribution wt ∈ [0, 1]n, t ∈ [T ], samples an arm i ∼ wt and then
pulls arm i to realize loss `t+1. The algorithmic goal of a multi-armed bandit algorithm is to
learn a series of distributions wt ∈ [0, 1]n, t ∈ [T ] utilizing the observed losses `1, . . . , `t such
that Ewt [

∑
t `t] is maximized.

We can view the portfolio aggregation problem as having a similar structure to a bandit
problem11 — the learner is the protocol and the parameter submitters are the arms. Our
losses can be viewed as portfolio performance for each parameter submitter, each of which
submits a portfolio πi(t). Portfolios are graded using an objective function `, which can
represent yield, diversification, or risk. In our initial usage, the function ` will be a function
of the Shapley value of the portfolio submission. At each discrete epoch t, the protocol’s
portfolio is equal to Π(t) =

∑n
i=1wi(t)πi(t). Define the optimal weights in hindsight to be

w∗(t) = arg maxw ` (
∑n

i=1wi(t)πi(t)) and the optimal portfolio as Π(t) =
∑n

i=1w
∗(t)πi(t). If

we define the loss realized for choosing weights wi(t) as `t = `(Π∗(t))− `(Π(t)), then we see
that the allocation problem maps to a multi-armed bandit problem.12

There exist a number of algorithms for solving the multi-armed bandit problem under dif-
ferent assumptions. These assumptions include the i.i.d. scenario, when the UCB algorithm
suffices [123], the generic stochastic setting [37], and the adversarial setting [14]. The two
main algorithms for solving bandit-like problems in the stochastic and adversarial settings
are the Follow-the-Leader and Hedge algorithms, respectively.

11Note, however, that the on-chain state and rebalancing mechanism can be introspected by vault guardians
we don’t expect them to treat the problem as a black box bandit problem

12The precise equivalence between the forcecasting problem where users provide probability distributions
(like a portfolio) versus point estimates (like the standard bandit) is provided in [7] and [26]
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Hedge Algorithms. The Hedge algorithm (also known as the multiplicative weights al-
gorithm) constructs weights using an iterations of the following form

wi(t) = wi(t− 1)
e−ε(t)`(πi(t))∑k
j=1 e

−ε(t)`(πi(t))

where ε(t) is a step size parameter. The multiplicative weight algorithm is always able to
provide regret bounds of the form Ewi(t)[

∑
t `t]−maxw Ew[

∑
t `t] = Õ(

√
t), even in adversarial

settings provided that ` is convex and/or is Lipschitz [14]. In some cases, it can be combined
with other algorithms to provide O(log t) regret bounds, but only in restrictive stochastic
(and non-adversarial settings).

One of the main difficulties with using the Hedge algorithm is tuning the step size pa-
rameter ε(t). The authors of [26] provided the first mechanism for adaptively selecting ε(t)
in the following manner:

Mt = max
s≤t

max
i∈[k]

2dlog2 |`(πi(s))|e ε(t) =
1

2Mt

Note that ε(t) is weakly monotonically decreasing as Mt is (weakly) monotonically increas-
ing13 and that ε(t) > ε(t − 1) precisely when we arrive at a new maximum (e.g. t is such
that |`(πi(t))| > |`(πi(s))| for all s < t). This is able to produce sharp regret bounds that
interpolate between O(

√
T ln k) in the case where maxi `(πi(t)) differs significantly from

1
n

∑k
i=1 `(πi(t)) and o(

√
T ) if maxi `(πi(t)) = Θ

(
1
n

∑k
i=1 `(πi(t))

)
. We study the precise

regret bounds of Aera further in Appendix B.
For the portfolio aggregation problem, this states that if the performances of the sub-

mitters’ portfolios are similar, then we can stay close to the optimal portfolio. On the other
hand, if the performances of submitters’ portfolios varies wildly, then it takes us O(

√
T ln k)

epochs to readjust. The latter fact represents the adversarial resistance of the Hedge algo-
rithm (e.g. an adversary cannot force linear regret on the protocol), but is pessimistic for
the average case.

Follow-The-Leader Algorithms. Follow-the-Leader algorithms effectively do what they
say: they place all of the weight wi(t) on the submitter with the best performance. Formally,
this means that the weights are defined as

wi(t) =

{
1

| arg maxi `(πi(t))|
i ∈ arg maxi `(πi(t))

0 otherwise

In other words, this rule uniformly places all of the weight on parameter submitters who
achieved the highest portfolio grade in the last round. While this algorithm performs well
for stochastic inputs (e.g. the submitters draw πi(t) from a static, stationary, but unknown
distribution) but is not adversarially resistant. AdaHedge [37] constructs an algorithm that

13Rules of this form are known as the ‘doubling trick’ [26, 37]
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oscillates between Follow-the-Leader algorithms and the Hedge algorithm and uses a different
weight update rule ε(t). The advantages of combining the Hedge algorithm with Follow-
the-Leader algorithms is that one can improve portfolio performance when there is more
consensus amongst parameter submitters.

Convex Aggregation and Federated Learning. Recent work on forecast aggrega-
tion has noted that for particular loss functions, there exists an optimal aggregation rule
for particular loss functions if one pays submitters [99, 101]. This work, in particular,
only works for convex functions whose duals can be efficiently computed. These meth-
ods provide precise payments needed to ensure that aggregation and collusion resistance
are optimal without needing Shapley values. While this is currently intractable for the
grading functions that Aera aims to utilize, simple functions like logarithmic loss (e.g.
`(πi(t)) = maxi log(πi(t)/π0(t)), where π0(t) is a benchmark portfolio) can be handled via
these methods. We mention these methods as Aera could utilize them in a future version.

Another form of convex aggregation comes from federated learning. Robust aggregation
in federated learning [111] solves a similar problem to portfolio aggregation. Federated
learning involves aggregating the model parameters trained from multiple local models to
generate a population-wide parameter set. As an example, linguistic models for auto-correct
on Android phones are trained locally on users’ phones, which are then aggregated to generate
a baseline model that is installed on new phones [62]. Since these systems have been deployed
to millions of devices, adversarial resistance is of critical importance when constructing
aggregation algorithms.

The main difference between robust aggregation in federated learning and traditional
bandit algorithms is that the aggregation goes from having the portfolio defined as a weighted
mean (i.e. Π(t) = Ew[πi(t)]) to utilizing weighted medians (i.e. Π(t) = Medianw[πi(t)]).
Formally, there have been a number of results that proved better adversarial stability for
parameter aggregation with geometric medians [111] and repeated medianization [47]. Both
of these aggregation methods involve constructing convex surrogates of a weighted median.14

On the other hand, weighted medians and trimmed means (e.g. means where some fraction
of outliers are ignored) have had the best adversarial resistance in live systems that had
hundreds to thousands of parameter submitters [40, 82]. In particular, weighted median
aggregation models outperformed trimmed means when undergoing targeted aggregation
attacks for machine learning model parameters.

Rank-based Aggregation methods One other issue with all of the aggregation methods
described above is that they focus on absolute ranking of submissions. For instance, the
Hedge algorithm computes weights such that the ith agents weights only depend on their

14Recall that the w-weighted median of points α1, . . . , αn is defined to be a minimizer of g(v) =∑n
i=1 wi‖v − αi‖. If the weights are all equal to 1

2 , we recover the standard definition of a median. Note
that this function is not generically convex (and hence doesn’t have a unique minima), but is close to convex
(e.g. for most continuous probability distributions over w,α, Prob[‖g − gc‖ < ε] ≥ 1 − δ where gc is the
convex hull of g) and can be minimized via local methods, such as gradient descent [111]. We note that
Pyth’s median aggregation rule is a subset of the models described in [47].
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submitted parameter. On the other hand, relative rankings such as ELO [135], Glicko [54],
and α-rank [95, 139] compare the ith agent’s performance with all of the other agents. There
have been modifications of the Hedge algorithm that incorporate rankings, such as pseudo-
ELO [68]. These modifications allow for an aggregation rule to tune between absolute and
relative weightings.

Aggregation within Aera. Given the large design space for portfolio aggregation within
Aera, our main focus will be placed on using simple to implement and audit aggregation
rules. We will initially construct portfolio weights wi(t) initially using the Hedge algorithm
with dynamic weights, as this is relatively simple to audit and backtest. Later versions of
the protocol will try to utilize hybrid methods for weight construction, such as AdaHedge,
and will use modifications to include relative rankings. Our weights will then be used to
construct a portfolio aggregation using a robust weighted median method, similar to those
used in Federated Learning and oracles like Chainlink and Pyth. Finally, our loss function
will utilize a combination of individual users’ portfolio performances and moving averages of
their Shapley values.

4 Hedging Protocol Risk in DeFi

In sections 2 and 3 we looked at how an Aera vault can be rebalanced to reach a set of target
portfolio weights. We also explored how a set of parameter submitters can be incentivized
to submit portfolio weights that optimize a pre-defined objective function f . In this section,
we connect the general Aera mechanism to the protocol risk use case by constructing an
appropriate objective function.

We also look at how parameter submitters may construct competitive submission strate-
gies. In particular, we provide a high-level description of how submitters can construct
portfolios that are correlated to a protocol’s liabilities. These models provide intuition for
how submitters can construct their strategies and backtest them off-chain. In practice, sub-
mitters will likely modify these simple replication strategies to take advantage of other infor-
mation (e.g. liquidity elsewhere in DeFi and off-chain). However, the idealized no-arbitrage
portfolios, which are constructed by hedging a loan book’s liabilities with options, provide a
starting point for submitters to build their strategies.

Considerations in objective function selection. Parameter submitter incentives are
derived from the objective function which necessitates care in its selection. One consideration
is ease of calculation. The objective function or its derivative will need to be computed both
for the purposes of parameter submitter assessment and likely in the work of parameter sub-
mitters. However, parameter submitters can at least circumvent complex objective functions
by working with derived versions of the objective function that may be simpler to calculate.
This computation should also be adaptable to the intended universe of Aera customers. For
hedging lending protocol risk, data not easily indexed for different lending protocols may be
avoided in favor of more readily and uniformly available data. Since we expect a correlation
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between the costs of parameter submission and the variety and quality of parameter submit-
ters, allowing parameter submitters to reuse existing infrastructure for data gathering across
multiple clients is an important long-term objective of this effort. Another concern is time
based trade-offs. In our context, an objective function that is purely focused on yield may
not capture the costs of paying for shortfalls denominated in specific liabilities. However,
an objective function that is purely focused on matching liabilities may do so at the cost of
long-term portfolio growth. Thus, the objective function should aim to capture the inherent
balance between short-term needs and long-term portfolio sustainability.

Liability matching. For hedging protocol risk, we aim to assess future protocol liabilities
by denomination and match the portfolio composition to the liabilities. Our goals in doing
so are twofold. For one, readily having assets available to meet shortfalls in the correct
denomination will minimize the need for forced trading and slippage costs. More importantly,
however, it allows the portfolio to move in lockstep with the liability exposure during volatile
markets without the need to predict individual asset price performance. In order to break
down lending protocol liabilities by asset denomination, we turn to replicating portfolios.

Replicating Portfolios. Recent work [32] has demonstrated that under no-arbitrage, it
is possible to replicate the exposure of each individual loan held by a DeFi lender such as
Compound or Aave using barrier options. In this section, we will generalize these results to
a portfolio of liens, providing theoretical guarantees for hedges of entire protocols. Note that
the results of [32] generalize to lenders of constant function market makers (CFMMs) [9].
Since any payoff in DeFi can be replicated via lending of CFMMs [11, 32], extending these
results to portfolios of loans provides a way to hedge any DeFi protocol’s underlying risk.
Using these explicit hedges, we will further describe a method for computing weights wi(t)
from empirical data. While our results are optimistic as they rely on no-arbitrage, these
results provide a basis for more accurate weight calculations that can be estimated using
using Monte Carlo methods and Agent-Based Simulations.

The exposure held by a single loan can be replicated by a portfolio consisting of the
collateral asset and two short barrier options. The first barrier option is a digital option that
is sold to the borrower. Exercise of this option corresponds to the borrower closing their lien,
as the protocol returns the collateral to the borrower in exchange for their interest payment
and borrowed quantity. On the other hand, the second barrier option is sold to the liquidator
and is only active when the value of the collateral asset is lower than the borrowed asset (in
numéraire terms). The price level (which acts as a barrier) when this occurs is termed the
liquidation price. To incentivize liquidators to exercise this option, protocols set the strike
price of the option to be at a discount to the liquidation price. Certain protocols use a fixed
strike price discount (Aave, Compound) whereas others have a dynamic, floating discount
(MakerDAO, Liquity).
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4.1 Lending Portfolio Risk

Suppose that we have a single loan where qb units of currency are borrowed against qc units
of collateral currency. Let p0 be the price of collateral currency in units of the borrowed
currency. For instance, if the loan involved borrowing USDC against eth collateral, p0

would be the price of eth in USDC terms. There are two further parameters that are
used in on-chain lending: a reduced loan-to-value ratio `bc and a liquidation incentive abc.
Note that these parameters might be a function of time (e.g. adjusted by governance or a
risk manager), volatility, and/or be constant. For simplicity, in the the remainder of the
exposition, we will assume they are constant. In practice, we deal with dynamic parameter
choices by using simulation and numerical techniques as opposed to analytical models.

Given a collateral price p, we can write the protocol’s exposure for a loan Lbc as [32, §4]:

Lbc(qb, qc, p0, p) = qc (1−DO(`bcp0, p)−DOIC((1− abc)`bcp0, p, `p0)))

whereDO(K,H) is the payoff of a digital option at strikeK and barrierH andDOIC(K,S,H)
is the payoff of a down-and-in (knock-in) barrier option at strike K, price S, barrier H.
The risky exposure of the protocol is equivalent to the options exposure, e.g. Rbc(t) =
Lbc(qb, qc, p0, p(t)) − qc + γ(p(t)), where γ(p(t)) is the interest accrued by the protocol. Let
p(t) be the price of collateral (in borrowed asset terms) at time t and define Lbc(t) =
{(qb, qc, p0, p(t))} to be the set of outstanding loans in the protocol. The protocol’s total
risk exposure Ebc to being long collateral c and short borrowed asset b is then

Ebc(t) =
∑

(qb,qc,p0,p(t))∈Lbc(t)

Rbc(qb, qc, p0, p(t))

If the set of assets held by the protocol is denoted A, then the protocol’s net risk exposure
at time t, E(t), is

E(t) =
∑
b∈A

∑
c∈A

Ebc(t)

To hedge this risk, we need to consider a ‘small’ set of assets, N that we can use to
neutralize the risk of E(t). Formally, given N ⊂ A with N = o(1) in the number of assets
n = |A|, our goal is to find a series of portfolios π(t) ∈ RN+ such that

pn(t)Tπ(t) + E(t) ≈ 0 (1)

where pn(t) ∈ RN+ is the price of hedging assets (e.g. USD, eth, eth options). Equation (1)
says that the hedging portfolio π approximately hedges the risk exposure of the protocol.

Before describing methods for estimating π, let’s first inspect equation (1). When
pn(t)Tπ(t) > E(t), the hedging portfolio is too big, meaning that while it can hedge the
risks E(t), it is capital inefficient. On the other hand, when pn(t)Tπ(t) < E(t), the hedging
portfolio cannot cover the risk exposure E(t) and more assets and/or a rebalance is needed.
The latter scenario is far more dangerous than the latter scenario, so any mechanism to
estimate π(t) needs to penalize portfolios π(t) such that pn(t)Tπ(t) < E(t) is less likely. In
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the future, we will likely modify this formula have some forecast on pn at some future t′ > t
to allow for making the requisite adjustments for factors such as oracle price validity and
liquidity, but for the time being, we will assume that an agent has a simple protocol wealth
function is given by w(π, t) = pn(t)Tπ(t).

Objective Functions for Estimating π(t). In this section, we describe the high-level
intuition for selecting objective functions for portfolio construction. A more granular for-
mulation for basic portfolio construction (e.g. selecting π(t)) and an objective function to
evaluate performance of π(t)) is in Appendix E. In general, it is infeasible to fully decompose
risk and returns without constructing an explicit utility function.15 A common function in
economic literature is isoelastic utility (a hyperbolic absolute risk aversion function) defined
as

U(w) =

{
w1−η−1

1−η η ≥ 0, η 6= 1

ln(w) η = 1
(2)

where w represents protocol wealth and η is a nonnegative constant increasing with risk
aversion. Another is exponential utility defined as

U(w) =

{
1−e−αw

α
α 6= 0

w α = 0
(3)

where α is a constant increasing with risk aversion. The remainder of the discussion will be
agnostic to the choice of utility function used.

Another important function to define is the rebalance cost function denoted as C where
C(π, π′,∆tr) denotes the wealth cost of rebalancing from existing portfolio π to a new port-
folio π′ efficiently over the time interval ∆tr . This cost function is commonly used when
estimating portfolio performance and transaction costs in statistical arbitrage portfolios and
ETFs [116, 36, 15]. One such function C could be given by

C(π, π′,∆tr) =
∑
i

Iiσi

(
|π′ − π|i
∆trADVi

)βi
∆tr |π′ − π|ipi (4)

where I is a scalar measuring arrival time intensity, σ is the annualized volatility, β is a
concavity parameter, ADV denotes the average daily traded volume, p denotes price, the
units of ∆tr are in days and i signifies the ith asset in π. Various forms of such models have
been studied by Bouchaud [63] and Avellaneda [16, 134].

It then follows a myopic portfolio π′ can be solved for using the following optimization
problem:

π∗ = arg max
π′∈RN+

E
[
U
(
w(π′, t+ ∆tr)− C(π, π′,∆tr)

)]
(5)

15Being model-free means that one is able to measure the cumulative impact of risk aversion on wealth
without an explicit utility function for wealth. Implicitly, this would involve modeling the arrival process
of decision opportunities and computing the expected value gap between the Kelly criterion and a heuristic
based on U . This would provide a direct empirical separation between risk and reward in these systems;
however, the convergence rate of such a measurement would be too slow for blockchain environments.
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which simplifies to

π∗ = arg max
π′∈RN+

E
[
U
(
pn(t)Tπ′(t)− C(π, π′,∆tr)

)]
if one makes the assumption that price returns behave as martingales.

To better account for the optimization depth we can introduce another time parameter ∆t

which serves as an evaluation window to optimize the expression over. With the assumption
that ∆tr � ∆t so C is effectively a constant with respect to T within the integrand we can
then define

π∗ = arg max
π′∈RN+

∫ t+∆t

t

E
[
U
(
w(π′, T + ∆tr)− C(π, π′,∆tr)

)]
dT (6)

where tuning ∆t depends on the signal to noise tradeoff of our forecasts for w and C.
In practice this is a difficult expectation to compute since the outcomes are path depen-

dent on the price process p. If the price process is (roughly) stationary, however, one can
construct an estimate from π∗ via Monte Carlo sampling of a stochastic differential equation
(SDE). For completeness, we will describe this for a geometric Brownian motion, but note
that other adapted processes (including those with jumps) can be utilized in this framework.

Suppose that we have estimates for S, ρ, µ, σ where S denotes current prices, ρ denotes
the correlation matrix of the price returns, µ denotes the annualized drift and σ denotes the
annualized volatility of the price process then we can generate samples 16 of a multivariate
correlated geometric Brownian motion where each price path obeys the SDE given by

dSit = µiS
i
tdt+ σitS

i
tdW

i
t

where the Wiener processes W are correlated so

E
[
dW i

t dW
j
t

]
= ρi,j

and approximate by discretely averaging over the samples. There are further dependencies
on the price trajectory as well since the path will influence the decisions of the various agents
e.g. liquidators, borrowers, suppliers, cascading profiteers which will lead to changes in the
overall loan book L and market liquidity. If ∆t is large enough updates to the protocol
risk parameters l (loan-to-value) and a (liquidation incentive) will impact the value of π∗

as well. Combining a fit price trajectory St, models for the different agent behaviors, and
Monte Carlo simulation of the impact of the price trajectory on a user, one can numerically
estimate π∗ and submit it to the network. We note that there are a number of numerical
idiosyncrasies with Ethereum smart contracts that make the simulation of such portfolios a
delicate computation; see §7 for more details.

16One may need to do some likelihood normalization given the empirical variances and sample sizes
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Comparison to Portfolio Insurance. This above formulation has parallels to Merton’s
portfolio problem [91, 92] within intertemporal portfolio choice where at every time t there
is a choice for consumption ct along with a fraction of wealth to invest in the market πt with
the remainder in a risk-free asset. The objective is given by

sup
wt,ct

E

[
εηe−qTU(wT ) + (1− εη)

∫ T

0

e−qtU(wt − ct) dt
]

(7)

where q denotes a discount rate, wT denotes terminal wealth at time T , ct denotes consump-
tion and ε parameterizes level of bequest and U denotes the constant relative risk aversion
utility function given by

U(w) =
w1−η

1− η
and η is the risk aversion constant and the wealth w adheres to the stochastic differential
equation

dwt = [(r + πt(µ− r))wt − ct] dt+ wtπtσ dWt

where r denotes the risk-free rate, µ is the annualized drift and σ is the annualized volatility
of the market and Wt denotes the Wiener process. We note that one also sees this formula-
tion used in practice with Wealthfront’s investing guide [131] which demonstrates different
portfolio allocation processes according to risk appetite.

Equation (7) is often solved when trying to estimate how much portfolio insurance one
should acquire [79]. Portfolio insurance refers to any additional products, such as credit-
default swaps or options, that are added to a portfolio to either increase the solutions to
equation 7 or reduces its variance. Such insurance, at least in its original form, is used
sparingly in modern finance as liquidity for derivative and spot assets has fragmented causing
risk models to have inherent uncertainty [80, 103]. However, in the case of DAO treasury
management, the DAO often is the primary source of liquidity for both spot and derivative
liquidity for its native token. As such, solving portfolio insurance problems like equation (7)
can be performed more easily in DeFi, especially if a DAO’s portfolio can include being a
dominant liquidity provider within the derivatives market. We note that V2 of Aera, which
will support generic ERC-4626 assets and far out-of-the-money put options (also termed
crash puts) will allow a DAO to diversify its portfolio by dynamically creating liquidity for
derivative products based on its treasury assets (see §8).

5 Vault Structure

5.1 Proposed design of Aera vault

Our initial proposed design of an N -asset Aera vault rebalances treasury portfolios using a
CFMM and a single trusted parameter submitter, but does not aim to tackle aggregation
and/or slashing incentives. The underlying CFMM vehicle is a controlled (unfinalized) Bal-
ancer pool. Additional features are developed to support deposits and withdrawal of capital
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for the shortfall reinsurance use case. It is expected that future iterations of the vault will
add the capability for multiple parameter submitters and for more robust incentives/slashing
as well as support for delegation in this order.

We have developed an implementation of a fully functional treasury risk management
reserve vault using the above constraints (V1) and another version is in development (V2).
V1 is comprehensively audited and running in production on the Polygon network.

Aspect Implementation
Asset universe, U ERC20 tokens only; can be restricted to U = {ETH,USDC}
Submitter set Single submitter, n = 1
Incentives Linear management fee accrued to submitter
Parameter aggregation, Agg Single submitter, wi = 1i=0

Epoch duration, E Determined for each submission
Slow path Submit weights for linear rebalancing schedule using Balancer
Fast path Vault is traded on Balancer as weights move towards target
Safety features Trade pausing
Risk specific Weight-invariant withdrawals and deposits

Withdrawal validator module
Notice period to withdraw all funds

Table 1: V1, Single submitter N -token vault

Aspect Implementation
Asset universe, U ERC20 tokens and ERC4626 vault shares
Submitter set Single submitter, n = 1
Incentives Linear management fee accrued to submitter
Parameter aggregation, Agg Single submitter, wi = 1i=0

Epoch duration, E Determined for each submission
Slow path Weight submission for ERC20 tokens, minting for ERC4626 shares
Fast path Vault is traded on Balancer as weights move towards target
Safety features Trade pausing and oracle-protected resuming
Risk specific Oracle-protected withdrawals and deposits

Withdrawal validator module
Remove notice period, introduce minimum earned fee

Table 2: V2, Single submitter N -token or yield-bearing token vault

In each vault, we distinguish two privileged roles that have special access to the Area
vault:

• The vault owner (client protocol), which provides, withdraws funds and can give
notice for vault termination

• The vault guardian, a single parameter submitter that receives an optional fee in
return
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Each vault also has a withdrawal policy (W), a function from the set of possible on-
chain events to combinations of token amounts that can be withdrawn E → ZN256. One or
more components of W will be positive in the event of a re-insured shortfall event.

Withdrawals are implemented as a Balancer updatePoolBalance operation with the
Balancer spot price kept constant. The pool also supports enabling and disabling trading and
withdrawals/deposits are only recommended in a disabled state to mitigate MEV exposure.
Balancer weights are determined via gradual adjustment using updateWeightsGradually.
Weights change continuously and are recalculated on every trade.

The current Balancer weights will deviate from the target weight value in two circum-
stances:

• Following target weight submission

• Following asset withdrawals.

The single submitter controls two other parameters in addition to the vault weights:
the swap fee and the duration for each weight update. We would expect the submitter
to increase swap fees in periods of higher anticipated impermanent loss and decrease it in
periods of relative asset price stability. We expect the submitter to calibrate convergence
speed according to the overall size of the treasury and trading volume.

5.2 Slow and fast path rebalancing

The Aera vault needs to be able to cheaply re-balance the reserve holdings in response to
both withdrawals and parameter submissions. The proposed Aera design is inspired by two
existing mechanisms for treasury re-balancing, which we detail briefly.

5.2.1 Balancer pool with controllable weights

The first model is a pure Balancer pool with weights reflecting the preferred allocation of
assets, a popular choice for existing mixed-asset treasuries. A weight change for this pool
would be instantly reflected. The pool will rapidly adjust through arbitrage to the intended
value design by offering stable liquidity in either direction [88]. A drawback of this design is
the larger price impact associated with significant weight changes.

5.2.2 Auction based re-balancing

To mitigate the price impact of large re-balances, Set Protocol [41] uses a Dutch auction
mechanism for discrete re-balances where individual auctions can be further split into chunks
to target TWAP. The auction mechanism achieves more attractive pricing by delaying the
re-balance.

There are two challenges with the auction model that makes it less suitable for the
treasury re-insurance use case:
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• Auctions are not amenable to frequent interruption. If there are several consecutive
withdrawal events or parameter submissions, auctions would have to be repeatedly
restarted possibly front-running re-balance trades

• Auctioned pools provide only intermittent liquidity. Predictable and stable liquidity
attracts more trade volume (including more organic volume) which would contribute
to lower re-balancing costs for Aera vaults in the long run. We think the auction model
could be introduced with time with sufficient evidence of auction liquidity

5.2.3 Limitations of gradual re-balancing

The goal of the Aera vault gradual re-balancing scheme is to combine the ability of Balancer
pools to attract trade volume with auction-like mechanics to achieve price execution that is
closer to TWAP or VWAP.

However, it is unclear if the gradual Balancer weight adjustment provides the optimal
price transition curve. It’s also not easy for traders with large trades to provide liquidity in
this model.

5.2.4 Alternatives

We have also considered a hold-out model that temporarily removes from trading (and lends)
and/or reintroduces portions of tokens in the event of a withdrawal or parameter change.
These tokens could then be drip-fed back into the Balancer pool allowing for alternative price
curves. We expect further simulation work and on-chain testing to inform future refinements.

6 Contract Specifications (V1)

6.1 Withdrawal validator

The withdrawal policy is expressed on-chain with a withdrawal validator contract. A with-
drawal validator contract will be deployed and will be able to recognize shortfall events that
could trigger withdrawals. The withdrawal validator is agreed between the guardian and the
treasury owner and could be deployed by either. Its interface is a single function:

• allowance returns a list of uint values with the corresponding token amounts.

6.2 Aera vault

The V1 Aera Vault contract supports the following functions:

• initialDeposit, needs to be called by the owner to provide initial funding for the
Aera vault
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• deposit, allows owner to make additional deposits at any time while preserving existing
pool spot price. Should generally not be called if trading is enabled

• depositIfBalanceUnchanged, a deposit operation that checks if the underlying Bal-
ancer pool balance hasn’t changed in the current block as a form of simple MEV-
protection

• withdraw, request by the owner to return a given amount of each token back to the
protocol treasury (owner) while preserving existing pool spot price. Should generally
not be called if trading is enabled

• withdrawIfBalanceUnchanged, similar to depositIfBalanceUnchanged

• enableTradingRiskingArbitrage, enable trading with current spot prices between
pool assets. Vulnerable to arbitrage if spot prices do not agree with current market
prices

• enableTradingWithWeights, enable trading with a specific set of weights to control
spot prices and limit arbitrage

• initiateFinalization, request by the owner or guardian to initiate notice period for
vault termination

• finalize, confirms vault finalization after notice period has expired

• setManager, allows owner to change guardian

• sweep, allows owner to recover tokens sent in error

• claimRewards, claim underlying Balancer pool rewards

• disableTrading, disable trading in an emergency or prior to a deposit/withdraw ac-
tion

• updateWeightsGradually, controls the target Balancer weight by specifying the target
weights of tokens, start and end time of weight transition schedule

• cancelWeightUpdates, cancels active weight update

• setSwapFee, allows guardian to change current swap fee

• claimManagerFees, allows guardian to claim pool fees if enabled and earned

6.3 Security

The V1 implementation of Aera vaults has been independently audited by Spearbit. The
full report is published here.
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Figure 5: State transition model for a single vault

State Uninitialized Trading Not trading Finalizing Finalized
Owner
initialDeposit x
deposit x (rarely) x
depositIfBalanceUnchanged x (rarely) x
withdraw x (rarely) x
withdrawIfBalanceUnchanged x (rarely) x
enableTradingRiskingArbitrage x (no effect) x (rarely) x (rarely)
enableTradingWithWeights x (no effect) x x (rarely)
initiateFinalization x x
finalize x
setManager x x x x x
sweep x x x x x
claimRewards x x x

Emergency (owner or guardian)
disableTrading x x (no effect) x (rarely)

Guardian
updateWeightsGradually x x
cancelWeightUpdates x x
setSwapFee x x x
claimManagerFees x x

Table 3: Lifecycle model for a single vault
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7 Simulation

Background on Agent-Based Simulation The main tool that we use in our analysis of
Aera protocol is agent-based simulation (ABS). ABS has been used in a variety of contexts
in quantitative finance, including to estimate censorship in cryptocurrency protocols [34],
detect fraudulent trading activity in CFTC exchanges [138], stress test frameworks from the
European Central Bank [59, 83] and the Federal Reserve [51, 21] and find optimal fee size
geometric-mean automated market makers such as Balancer [39]. These models can provide
invaluable information on the behavior of complex systems. This has made ABS widely used
in industries such as algorithmic trading and self-driving car deployment.

Gauntlet Simulation Environment The Gauntlet platform, which was used for all sim-
ulations and results in this paper, provides a modular, generic ABS interface for running
simulations directly against Proof of Stake consensus mechanisms [29] and Ethereum smart
contracts [72]. In this system, the agent models are specified via a Python domain-specific
language (DSL), akin to Facebook’s PyTorch [107], and interact with blockchain compo-
nents in their native languages. Agents can also interact with non-blockchain modules, such
as historical or synthetic market data and/or other off-chain systems. The DSL hides the
blockchain-level details from the analyst, allowing the end-user to develop strategies that
can migrate from one smart contract to another, should they have similar interfaces. Most
of the platform’s design is inspired by similar platforms in algorithmic trading that allow
for quantitative researchers to develop strategies that execute over multiple exchanges (with
varying order books, wire protocols, slippage models, etc.) without having to know these
low-level details. Moreover, the non-blockchain portions of the simulation are analogous to
trading back-testing environments [104], so that agents are interacting with realistic order
books and financial data.

7.1 Simulation Setup

7.1.1 Contracts

Lending Protocol To support the analysis of the impact of the Aera vault for multiple
lending protocols we utilize a generic lending contract with loan books initialized based
on the empirical distributions of each protocol as seen in the example given in Figure 6.
For any individual simulation run there is a lending contract agents interact with for loans
and liquidations that corresponds to a specific protocol of interest. We ran over a million
simulations across the Aave, Compound and Benqi protocols.

Each loan book is largely split into two components which we define as long risk ref-
erencing volatile asset collateralized stable loans and short risk referring to stable asset
collateralized volatile asset loans. This is described in more detail in E.2.

Exchange In the simulation trades occur on an internal representation of an external
exchange that allows agents to buy and sell assets. It also acts as the fair price oracle
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Figure 6: Benqi loan distribution
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for the other agents and contracts in the sim. We define slippage models trained off of
historical liquidity data to accurately represent the price impact of trades in the simulation
environment where larger trade sizes incur more slippage.

More specifically, the slippage s is defined as

s = Iσmin

(
x

ADV
, 1

)β
where x is the order size, ADV denotes the average daily traded volume, I is a scalar for
intensity, σ is the annualized volatility and β controls the concavity of the curve. This model
is derived from a family of models popularly used both in traditional financial literature [6]
and in practice by risk modelers [133].

Vault Each simulation has a vault that corresponds to a treasury allocation. The space
of vaults includes alternatives such as 80/20 Balancer pools or simply a pure one time
diversification into stables which are simulated to provide a performance comparison of the
Aera vault against other solutions.

As prices move around naturally there are arbitrageurs that trade the spot price of the
vault and the fair price on exchange back in line. The Aera vault has a rebalancing strategy
that continuously updates weights in accordance to the composition of the lending protocol
it is tracking. This is described in more detail in Appendix E.

7.1.2 Agents

Borrower Borrowers are initialized with outstanding loans sampled from representative
distributions modeled off of protocol state with an example shown in Figure 7. Over the
course of the simulation borrowers periodically update their position to maintain a target
collateralization ratio. If a borrower’s loan becomes insolvent it is assumed they will keep
the borrowed assets and leave their collateral behind for a profit.

Liquidator In the simulation, liquidators act as profit seeking agents that continuously
monitor borrower positions for undercollateralization. If at any point a loan’s collateral-
ization ratio dips below the lending protocol’s liquidation threshold a liquidator steps in to
reduce the overall asset exposure of the loan to the protocol by purchasing collateral through
debt repayment for a discount to the exchange rate.

When opportunities arise, liquidator agents execute the most profitable liquidation fac-
toring in costs such as slippage incurred in rotating out of the collateral asset, exchange
trade fees, gas costs etc and will only execute the transaction if the expected profit from
the liquidation bonus exceeds these costs. Extreme scenarios where liquidations don’t occur
due to increased costs, sharp price movements etc can be catastrophic for the protocol and
lead to systemic insolvencies. There are also cases where accounts become insolvent as a
result of liquidation cascades that occur due to the cumulative price impact of successive
liquidations triggering more liquidations which is similarly detrimental to protocol health
and thus closely tracked in simulation.
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Figure 7: Benqi loan distribution kernel density estimate
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Figure 8: Arb loss from price changes

Arbitrageur Arbitrageurs are profit seeking agents that continuously monitor the prices
of liquidity venues. If at any point the asset prices on one venue diverge sufficiently from
another such that a opportunity exists where an actor can enter an opposing trade on each
venue that results in riskless profit the execution of such trades is referred to as an arbitrage
or an arb for short.

The scale of price dislocation that can occur is dependent on the costs associated with
an arb execution strategy. In the simulation arb agents trade between the vault and the
exchange and incur slippage and fee costs on both venues. It is assumed that arb agents
execute the profit maximizing trades immediately upon arrival and that trades are only done
if the sequence is profitable. The gains to the arb agent and the marked to market profit of
the exchange at the time of each trade correspond in a zero sum fashion to the arb loss for
the vault where the vault is functionally compensating arb agents for the service of moving
spot prices in line with the fair oracle price from the exchange.

The magnitude of the arb can depend on a variety of factors such as the ratio of the vault
spot price to the fair price on exchange and the weights of the underlying asset pool. This
relationship can be seen in the surface and cross sectional plots in Figures 8 and 9.

Parameter Submitter After each epoch period, the parameter submitter computes all
the positional deltas of the loan book and combines the long risk as shown in the example
in Figure 10 with the short risk as shown in the example in Figure 11 which are the primary
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Figure 9: Arb loss from price changes cross sections

inputs into the net position value of the loan book which is detailed in E.2.
The aggregated risk value is then passed into the construction of a target portfolio, a

process described in more detail in E.3. From there the submitter builds an update schedule
that consists of the target portfolio weights and a rebalance window over which the weight
change will occur and subsequently applied to the Aera vault.

7.2 Simulation Parameters

Since the parameter space in this setup is quite high dimensional, in order to simplify the
analysis of the tradeoff surface parameters external to the vault are grouped into distinct
clusters which are labeled and each referred to as a distinct market context.

7.2.1 Market context

Price trajectories One of the prominent components within a market context is the
price trajectory which is produced by sampling a stochastic process. A common model for
standard market conditions is given by multivariate geometric Brownian motion where the
price process St obeys the Itô stochastic differential equation (SDE) given by

dSit = µiS
i
tdt+ σitS

i
tdW

i
t

where Wt, µ and σ denote the Wiener process, annualized drift and volatility respectively
for asset i and ρ denotes the correlation matrix of log returns such that the Wiener processes
are correlated so

E
[
dW i

t dW
j
t

]
= ρi,j
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Figure 10: Compound long loan deltas

Figure 11: Compound short loan deltas
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Figure 12: Crash price trajectory generated with multivariate geometric Brownian motion with
jumps

One particular trajectory of interest is that of a market crash like Black Thursday for
MakerDAO or the 2010 U.S. flash crash that applies substantial financial stress to a protocol.
In order to model this we compose the base process above with the Merton jump-diffusion
model which is a jump process composed of log normal jumps given by a Poisson process
and a diffusion process governed by geometric Brownian motion. This model allows us to
simulate abrupt price changes that triggers heightened rates of liquidations for the protocol
while also being analytically tractable and the standard model used by the Federal Reserve
for defaultable securities [141].

Formally the jump diffusion price process St obeys the SDE

dSt
St

= (µ− λµk)dt+ σdWt + kdXt (8)

where Wt is the Wiener process, µ and σ denote the percentage drift and volatility, Xt is a
compound Poisson process with intensity λ and jump magnitude k which is parameterized
by a log normal with mean γ and variance δ2 in

ln (1 + k) ∼ N (γ, δ2) (9)

and µk = eγ+δ2/2 − 1. An example of this is shown in Figure 12.
Another trajectory of interest is that of a prolonged bear market that could test the

insolvency coverage of a protocol. One approach to model this is to compose the base
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Figure 13: Bear price trajectory generated with multivariate geometric Brownian bridge

process above with a Brownian bridge, a process which is similar to Brownian motion except
the endpoints are pinned to predetermined values. This is helpful for simulating trajectories
with large drawdowns over time such as the 50% drop in the S&P 500 Index from Sept 2008
to Feb 2009 or the 75% drop in eth from Nov 2021 to Jun 2022.

The Brownian bridge process St is defined by

St =
T − t
T
· a+

t

T
· (b−WT ) +Wt

where t ∈ [0, T ] for some end time T , Wt is the standard Wiener process with boundary
conditions S0 = a and ST = b. An example of this is shown in Figure 13.

Besides normal, crash and bear market contexts we also generate trajectories for bull and
volatile markets which correspond to high drift and high volatility parameterizations of the
base process.

Adversarial behavior Periods of financial stress for the protocol tend to create opportune
moments for profit seeking economic actors to collect a large windfall, often at the expense
of the protocol. We consider agent behavior that may materialize in extreme market condi-
tions such as the removal of liquidity and increase in slippage in periods of high volatility,
adversarial large borrows given the subsequently increased costs for liquidation and intense
short selling with the expressed purpose of triggering cascading liquidations for profit.
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Figure 14: Arb loss from weight changes

7.2.2 Vault experiment

We simulate Aera vaults under a wide swath of configurations for the Aave, Compound and
Benqi protocols. From a three asset system composed of a risk asset, a stable asset and a
governance asset we also construct comparison vaults, namely the 80/20 Balancer pool vault
for each pair of assets and vaults containing each singular asset.

Vault design We trialed a variety of Aera vault designs with features such as oracle based
pricing, asymmetric fees, dynamic slippage etc and ultimately decided on the current design
based on experiment performance and Solidity development time.

Vault strategy The Aera vault’s primary objective is to achieve risk reduction through
dynamic asset reallocation with low execution costs. An important consideration of each
rebalance is the associated cost in the form of arb loss. The weight change arb loss surface
is quite different from the price change one as seen in the surface and cross section plots in
Figures 14 and 15.

A noticeable difference is that price changes are more costly when weights are more
similar while weight changes are most expensive when the weights are farthest apart. For
price changes there is a tradeoff with both slippage and opportunity size increasing towards
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Figure 15: Arb loss from weight changes cross sections

uneven weights but for weight changes the magnitude of spot price movement increases
dramatically with weight imbalance.

This becomes an important consideration for the parameter submitter in deciding the
vault rebalance strategy especially for tuning update speed parameters which are addressed
in more detail in E.3. Unlike price changes whose opportunity are path independent weight
change arb losses are exacerbated the longer spot price dislocations persist. As such we run
backstop arb agents for each Aera vault to ensure that weight changes occur in a timely and
cost effective manner.

7.3 Simulation Results

7.3.1 Objective Function

Referencing the results in Figure 16 we see objective function performance as defined in E.4
for the Aera vault and note it outperforms comparison vaults collectively across the various
market contexts by being the only vault able to generate returns while mitigating downside.
These results are stable across simulations for Aave, Compound and Benqi.

In comparison to a vault containing only stables Aera unsurprisingly does worse in highly
negative drift markets as shown in the bear market context but performs better in markets
with positive drift both in terms of APY and in the presence of heightened volatility has the
ability to cover large loan book short risks that stablecoins do not. Since risk tends to be
relatively low in a bull market the Aera vault rotates mostly into risk assets which allows it
to do better than vaults with a 20% stable composition while achieving competitive returns
with vaults containing only volatile assets.

Due to the heightened volatility in crash and volatile markets, the Aera vault acts to
dynamically rotate in stable assets and while this rebalance cost is nontrivial it pays off
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Figure 16: Aera Aave vault objective function performance
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Figure 17: Volatility drag in simulated multivariate geometric Brownian motion prices

significantly in a crash market as evidenced in the results. The difference in performance
between vaults containing purely risk assets versus governance assets can in part be explained
by liquidity differences and also by the volatility drag from substantially higher vol for
governance assets with comparable drift as shown in Figure 17. This is another consideration
that can be optimized for with dynamic rebalancing with Aera.

7.3.2 Rebalancing Costs

Tracing the arb loss in Figure 18 we see the total rebalance costs incurred to the protocol
are smaller than 80/20 counterparts with a stable asset despite having the additional cost
of weight changes. This follows from extensive parameter tuning and backtesting of the
vault rebalance strategy along with detailed analysis of the arb loss surface. The Aera vault
has comparable arb loss to that of the 80/20 vault with a risk and governance asset which
is reduced from the strong correlation between the two assets but also carries none of the
benefits of having a stable asset.

8 Future Work

While sections 5 and 6 focus on the initial implementation of Aera, there are a number of
features being developed for future versions of Aera.
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Figure 18: Aera Aave vault arbitrage loss
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8.1 Aera V2 contracts

The next iteration of Aera contracts will be V2 and will resolve several shortcomings of the
V1 contract implementation.

Oracle prices for trade enablement and deposits. In order to prevent front-running
and arbitrage in the current vault, it is strongly recommended to enable trading with market-
aware spot prices. Furthermore, it is recommended to disable trading when performing a
deposit. For some treasuries, it won’t be convenient to agree on and provide market-aware
spot prices in a timely manner. Instead, V2 will rely on an external price oracle and introduce
two new functions: one to enable trading with oracle prices and another to enable deposits
informed by oracle prices. The deposit function in particular is able to combine information
provided by the active underlying Balancer pool spot price and the oracle price for increased
safety.

Multicall. V2 will support multicall, allowing treasuries to take several actions atomically.
For example, this could allow a treasury to disable trading, withdraw funds and re-enable
trading with an oracle price atomically.

Removal of notice period. The notice period is a cumbersome way to align incentives
around long-term management between the treasury and parameter submitters. Instead,
finalization will be immediately available but there will be a minimum management period
for which parameter submitters will be able to earn and collect fees.

Generalized asset support. While the current V1 vault only supports ERC20 assets,
the V2 vault will be extended to support ERC4626 assets. In turn, this will allow the Aera
vaults to allocate capital into yield-bearing assets, staking opportunities as well as execute
more complex execution flows. The use of ERC4626 assets will have some restrictions, for
example, the underlying asset will need to exist as an ERC20 asset in the Aera vault to
facilitate rebalancing.

Crash put purchasing. Further to the above, V2 will allow Aera vaults to purchase out
of the money put options to hedge against downward market movements in risk assets. The
purchasing flow will be abstracted in a dedicated crash put purchasing vault. This will allow
us to improve the optimization and execution quality for the problems specified in 4.1.

8.2 Aera V3 contracts

The main milestone for the third version of the Aera contracts is to include the full staking
system as described in 3 and 4. Constructing a computationally efficient and economically
secure implementation of the grading and hedging functionalities is crucial to ensuring that
Aera can be used by virtually all DAOs in DeFi for many different objective functions.
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Multiple parameter submitters. V3 will allow a (whitelisted) set of multiple parameter
submitters to control a single vault using an aggregation and grading policy. Slashing will
not yet be applied in V3.

Fixed epoch. In order to facilitate multiple parameter submitters, the epoch schedule and
frequency will be fixed.

On-chain aggregation. Parameter submissions will be aggregated on-chain using a me-
dianizer approach.

Grading oracle. V3 will use an oracle to compute Shapley grades off-chain (given the
complexity of the risk objective function) and submit them to the vault.

Yield bearing assets. It is expected that we may add yield-bearing assets to the asset
universe, allowing the vault to invest idle capital. Yield-bearing assets will be introduced
using the ERC4626 interface.
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A CFMM Cost of Manipulation

In this section, we demonstrate that general CFMM portfolio manipulation costs are similar
to the cost of Uniswap manipulation. Recall that the portfolio value function [11] determines
the value that an LP realizes and the cost of manipulation can be measured by bounds on
the portfolio value function change [9]. The portfolio value function is therefore equal to

V (p) = sup
λ≥0

{
λϕ(R)− λ(−ϕ)∗

(
−p
λ

)}
. (10)

where the function (−ϕ)∗(p) is the following:

(−ϕ)∗(p) = sup
R∈T
{p>R + ϕ(R)} where T = {R|∇ϕ(R) = k}

Suppose we send the reserves R ∈ Rn
+ to R + R′, R′ ∈ Rn

+. That is, define the perturbed

function (̃−ϕ)
∗
(p)

(̃−ϕ)
∗
(p) = sup

R∈T
{p>(R +R′) + ϕ(R +R′)}

By the µ-smoothness of the function ϕ (that is, ϕ(R + R′)− ϕ(R) ≥ µ‖R′‖2 for µ > 0), we

have the following inequality on (̃−ϕ)
∗
(p):

(̃−ϕ)
∗
(p) = sup

R∈T
{p>(R +R′) + ϕ(R +R′)} (11)

≥ sup
R∈T
{p>R + ϕ(R) + µ‖R′‖2 + p>R′} (12)

= (−ϕ∗)(p) + µ‖R′‖2 + p>R′ (13)
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Now, we define the perturbed portfolio value function:

Ṽ (p) = sup
λ≥0
{λϕ(R +R′)− λ(̃−ϕ)

∗ (
−p
λ

)
}

= sup
λ≥0
{λ(ϕ(R +R′)− ϕ(R) + ϕ(R))− λ(̃−ϕ)

∗
(
−p
λ

)
}

Applying the smoothness inequality and (11), we have:

Ṽ (p) = sup
λ≥0
{λ(ϕ(R +R′)− ϕ(R) + ϕ(R))− λ(̃−ϕ)

∗
(
−p
λ

)
}

≤ sup
λ≥0
{λ(µ‖R′‖2 + ϕ(R))− λ(−ϕ)∗

(
−p
λ

)
− λµ‖R′‖2 − p>R′}

= sup
λ≥0
{λϕ(R) + λµ‖R′‖2 − λµ‖R′‖2 − λ(−ϕ)∗

(
−p
λ

)
− p>R}

≤ sup
λ≥0

{
λϕ(R) + λ(−ϕ)∗

(
−p
λ

)}
− p>R

= V (p)− p>R′

This gives us the final bound:

V (p)− Ṽ (p) ≥ p>R′

Interpreting this bound, a positive manipulation of the reserves changes the portfolio value
linearly in general CFMMs.

B Staking Model

In order to calibrate and design the Aera token, one needs to consider constraints on slash-
ing, inflation, and collateral requirements as a function of on-chain data. As Aera can be
viewed as an adversarial-resistant version of a follow-the-regularized-leader (FoReL) online
optimization algorithm, it is natural to cast performance in terms of quantities such as regret
and cumulative regret. This document aims to formalize some of these notions and provide
inequalities and/or constraints that need to hold in order for the vault to be profitable. We
will try to describe these desiderata in words first before writing out the precise constraints.

Notation. For simplicity, we will start by assuming that there is a fixed number of sub-
mitters, n, and a fixed number of parameters, k. We will assume there are a assets in the
vault with the constraint that a ≤ k (e.g. no fewer parameters than assets). We’re going to
assume there is a block height h ∈ N which serves as an index of on-chain data, whereas a
continuous time t ∈ R will be used for off-chain parameters (e.g. prices). For simplicity, we
will assume that the epoch length E is 1. We’ll define the variables of interest below:
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• ∆n = {p ∈ Rn : pi > 0,
∑n

i=1 pi = 1}

• π(h) ∈ ∆n: Stake distribution over n submitters, πi(h) is the percentage of stake held
by agent i at block height h

• S(h) ∈ R+: Supply of the token at block height h

• ξ(h) ∈ [0, 1]: Percentage of supply staked

• wi(h) ∈ Rk: Parameter vector submitted by the ith staker submitter

• w∗(h) ∈ Rk: Aggregated parameter at height h

• p(t) ∈ Ra: Price time series of the a assets helds

• ω(t) ∈ ∆n: Reputation score (for weighted median)

• L(t) ∈ ∆n: Loan book delta in numéraire terms

• Λ(w(h − 1), p(t), L(t)) ∈ R: Objective function of prior weights, current prices and
current loan book (t ≥ h).

We assume the objective function is denominated in numéraire terms and represents the net
exposure of the protocol (e.g. portfolio value of a replicating portfolio). As such, we will take
the convention of having a goal of minimizing the objective function instead of maximizing
it. We also assume there exists a metric d : Rk ×Rk → R that measures distance between
submissions. This metric is used to determine if a submission is too far from the existing
threshold (which would require the submitter to post more collateral). Parameters associated
to this distance measurement include:

• d∗ ∈ R+: Distance threshold

• N (h) ⊂ [n]: Set of submission parameters that exceed the distance threshold

• c ∈ R+: Collateral ratio to be posted

The set of submission parameters that exceed the threshold is defined as N (h) = {i :
d(wi(h), w∗(h)) > d∗}. If a user i ∈ N (h), they are required to post c(d(wi(h), w∗(h))− d∗)
units of collateral.

Objective Function: Bounds and Constraints. In FoReL, two common measures of
optimization performance are regret and cumulative regret. These are ‘look back’ measures
that measure how well an action that is taken at time t compares to the best possible action
we could have taken at time t, when measured at some time t′ > t in the future. In our
notion, the k-regret is defined as

Rk(h) = Λ(w∗(h), p(h+ k), L(h+ k))−min
w

Λ(w, p(h+ k), L(h+ k))
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and the k-cumulative regret is defined as

CRk(h) =
h+k∑
h′=h

Λ(w∗(h), p(h+ k), L(h+ k))−min
w

h+k∑
h′=h

Λ(w, p(h′), L(h′))

We will focus on optimizing 1-regret in this document, as it is the only way that we can
attribute parameter changes to stakers. However, it is likely that cumulative regret (or a
discounted analogue, such as those used in reinforcement learning) can likely have attribution
and we leave this for future work.

Lower bound on capital required from submitters. Since the function Λ represents
a net exposure, our goal is to penalize submitters who submit a parameter vector wi that
biases the final result significantly. Define w∗−i(h) to be the aggregated parameter vector
computed from (w1(h), . . . , wi−1(h), wi+1(h), . . . , wn(h)) ∈ (Rk)n−1. Our goal is to ensure
that the minimum collateral that a user has to place if they provide a parameter wi(h) is

c ≥ max
`∈[n]

E[|min(Λ(w∗(h− 1), p(h), L(h))− Λ(w∗−`(h− 1), p(h), L(h)), 0)|]

In words, this says that the amount of collateral required from user ` has to be greater
than the incremental expected cost that the vault has to pay to cover for user `’s parameter
submission. For instance, if a user’s submission w` causes the objective function to increase
by $100, then the amount of collateral they must place must be at least $100. Suppose that
Λ is L-smooth in the weight component, e.g.

|Λ(w, p(t), L(t))− Λ(w′, p(t), L(t))| ≥ Ld(w,w′)

then we have
c ≥ Lmax

`∈[n]
d(w∗(h), w∗−`(h)

For a linear objective function, such as the one used in Pyth [13], the collateral requirement
can be computed exactly. However, for us, we will need to estimate L numerically and use
that to help set collateral requirements.

Upper bounds on collateral required by submitters. On the other hand, we also
have a goal of ensuring that the user does not have to place more collateral than their
expected rate of return from submitting to the vault. This effectively is a capital efficiency
constraint that says that c must be upper bounded by some notion of rate of return of the
vault. One somewhat trivial upper bound states that the maximum collateral that a user
provides should be no less than the best possible improvement that a user could have made

c ≤ Λ(w∗(h− 1), p(h), L(h))−min
w

Λ(w, p(h), L(h)) = Rk(h)

This bound effectively says a user should never have to pay more than the worst case regret.
Of course, this bound is often quite pessimistic (e.g. consider the online learning of an
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equilibrium in a non-no-regret learning game) and it would serve us well to find simpler
proxies. Suppose that we have a reward vector R(ω(h),Λ(w(h − 1), p(t), L(t)), π(h)) ∈ Rn

that represents the quantity of rewards received by agent i for their update. The network
supply updates as

S(h) = S(h− 1) +
n∑
i=1

R(ω(h),Λ(w(h− 1), p(t), L(t)), π(h))i

with the constraint that

n∑
i=1

R(ω(h),Λ(w(h− 1), p(t), L(t)), π(h))i ≤ kS(h− 1)

(e.g. only at most k% of the supply can be burned in a single time step). We define the
expected future ROI of validator i at height h as

ROI(h, T )i = 1 + E
p(t),L(t)

[
T−1∑
t=0

γi
R(ω(h+ t),Λ(w(h+ t− 1), p(h+ t), L(h+ t)), π(h+ t))i

ξ(h+ t)S(h+ t)π(h+ t)i

]

for a discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1]. We can require that the collateral placed is always less than
the expected return

c < min
i∈[n]

ROI(h, T )iξ(h)S(h)π(h)i

C Security Properties of Aera Vaults

From an economic security standpoint, parameter submitters are required to stake aera
to increase the opportunity cost of parameter manipulation. This is necessary because the
parameter submitter and the arbitrageur can collude to drain the vault, much like front-
running in ETF arbitrage. The inflation emissions of the system are designed to be zero-
sum between arbitrageurs and parameter submitters, so that if a parameter submitter is
arbitraging their own choice of parameter, they lose out on inflation. More precisely, suppose
that parameter θh is chosen at epoch h (e.g. block hE) and that at the end of the epoch
(block height (h+1)E), the parameter submitter receives i(E) units of freshly minted aera.
If an arbitrageur is able to make trades worth τ Aera on blocks between hE and (h + 1)E,
then parameter submitters only receive i(E) − τ units of aera at the end of the epoch.
Note that if τ > i(E), then the parameter submitters are slashed and will collectively lose
τ − i(E) units of aera.

However, this construction is only zero-sum for parameter submitters and arbitrageurs if
they use aera as their numéraire. Suppose the parameter submitter and the arbitrageur are
colluding and wish to acquire vault assets for cheaper than fair value by manipulating the
parameters θh, rh. If the parameter submitter and arbitrageur are able to find parameters
θadvh , radvh that are adversarial in that they have the vault rebalance too frequently. This can
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allow the arbitrageur to trade against the vault frequently and potentially at a substantial
discount to market price. Let α(E) be the maximum possible arbitrage profit that can be
extracted given the USD prices of the assets pT1(t), . . . , pTn(t) and the adversarial parameters,
e.g.

α(E) = sup
θadvh ,radvh

(h+1)E∑
i=hE

ρ(θadvh , radvh , pT1(i), . . . , pTn(i))

where ρ is a rational arbitrageur’s USD PNL for trading at block height i given the parameters
and USD prices. If paera(h) be the price of aera in USD at block height h, then the system
is insecure to collusion between the arbitrageur and parameter submitter if

α(E) > i(E)paera(h)

In practice, however, neither the arbitrageur nor the parameter submitter can precisely
estimate α(E). Instead, they can only estimate an expected arbitrage profit in epoch E,
α̂(E):

α̂(E) = sup
θadvh ,radvh

E∑
j=0

(h+1)E∑
i=hE+j

γi E
[
ρ(θadvh , radvh , pT1(i), . . . , pTn(i))|pTk(l)∀k ∈ [n],∀l < i

]
where γ ∈ (0, 1) is a discount factor. Note that this is quite similar in spirit to a value
function from reinforcement learning. Our goal is to show that the protocol is safe in a
Value-at-Risk (VaR) sense: Given a vault with a USD portfolio value PV , the probability
of arbitrage profits being greater than i(E)paera(h) is less than α. Formally, the protocol is
(α, ε)-VaR-safe if

Prob [α̂(E)− i(E)pMAX > (1− ε)PV ] < α

As an example a (0.0001, 0.05)-VaR-Safe portfolio has less than a 0.01% chance of losing
more than 95% of the vault portfolio value to arbitrageurs.

To achieve an (α, ε)-VaR-safe protocol, we will make it expensive for a parameter sub-
mitter to submit a malicious parameter. We use a control mechanism inspired by adversarial
online convex optimization literature. Suppose that we have a two convex loss functions,
`θ(θold, θnew) and `r(rold, rnew). If a parameter submitter submits a parameter θadvh+1 at epoch
h+ 1 such that either `θ(θh, θ

adv
h+1) > ζθ then the submitter has to add collateral to the vault.

In particular, the submitter has to add

`θ(θh, θ
adv
h+1)− ζθ

paera(t)

of stablecoins to submit θadvh+1 to the protocol. Similarly, there is ζr > 0 such that the
same is true for a submitter to submit radvh+1 to the protocol. The extra collateral posted is
meant to disincentivize collusion between the arbitrageur and the submitter for one epoch.
If α(E) < i(E)paera(h) (as estimated by the protocol), then the submitters collateral is
returned to them with a small percentage of bonus aera. The bonus is added so that a
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submitter is incentivized to submit a large parameter change if needed (e.g. non-adversarial)
and to incentivize the opportunity cost of capital in this scenario. Our claim is that with
judicious choices of `θ, `r, ζθ, ζr as a function of α and ε, the protocol can achieve (α, ε)-VaR-
safety.

D Fee Attribution and Slashing

In this section, we will provide a more formal description of the Shapley value calculation
used and notes on the precise fee distribution mechanism. We also describe the baseline
comparison problem [126, 127]. The majority of our notation will be akin to [127], which we
refer the reader to for further technical details.

Definition of Shapley Values for an objective function. Given a set N , the binary
Shapley value Λi associated to a set function v : 2N → R and an element i ∈ N is defined as

Λi =
∑

S⊆N−{i}

|S|!(|N | − |S| − 1)!

|N |!
(v(S ∪ {i})− v(S))

For a continuous function f , such as a DAO’s objective function fDAO, we can construct the
baseline set function vB as

vB(S) = f(xS;x′N−S)

where x′ ∈ dom f is the baseline and the vector x = (xS;x′N−S) ∈ Rn is the concatenation
of the elements of x, x′ but only supported on S and N , respectively. Associated to this is
the baseline Shapley value, ΛB

i (S),

ΛB
i =

∑
S⊆N−{i}

|S|!(|N | − |S| − 1)!

|N |!
(vB(S ∪ {i})− vB(S))

Finally, note that one can expect the baseline Shapley value to the random baseline Shapley
value, ΛB,D

i (S) which is associated to the set function

vB,D(S) = E
x′∼D

[f(xS;x′N−S)]

where D is a distribution over admissible baselines.

Shapley Values in Aera. For Aera, the set N represents the set of submitters, S rep-
resents a subset of submitters, and xS represents the aggregated portfolios of a subset of
submitters. We can view x′ as a baseline portfolio that we’re grading submitters relative
to and view the vector (xS;x′N−S) as stating that submitters S ⊂ N had their parameters
aggregated whereas the submitters N − S did not submit parameters. Using the definition
of the binary Shapley value, one can view ΛB

i (S) as looking at the expected marginal impact
of i’s submitted portfolio on all other subsets of submitters values. There are a number of
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applications where it makes sense to directly use the baseline Shapley value to grade users,
if we have a benchmark. For instance, if an Aera vault’s objective function is to optimize
stablecoin-denominated yield, then the benchmark x′ can simply be a weighted average of
other yield sources within DeFi (e.g. Yearn Finance). On the other hand, a benchmark
may also be stochastic to adjust for the fact that we do not have perfect counterfactual
information about how the vault would have performed under different circumstances. In
the lending coverage usage of Aera, it might make sense to average over various volatilities
to construct a benchmark to compare to. The precise usage of Shapley values in each Aera
vault will depend on the particular objective function and its sensitivities.

Using Shapley Values to choose fees As described in the introduction, we can use
the Shapley values to redistribute fees according to submission quality and stake. The first
necessary condition for any fee distribution mechanism is that the total weighted sum of
rewards should sum to zero (equivalent to a balanced budget condition). Let Λ′i = Λi−(Λ/n)
where Λ =

∑
i Λi, where Λi is the Shapley value associated to agent i. Then we can use

the following fee distribution mechanism (which is a generalization of the formula in the
introduction):

γ(h)i = si(h)
Λ′i

maxi |min(Λ′i, 0)|
+ γ(h)

max(Λi, 0)∑
i max(Λi, 0)

where si(h) is the stake of the i agent, γ(h) are the fees to be distributed at height h, and
Λi are the baseline Shapley values. However, we note that this model completely slashes
the stake of the worst case submitter, which can lead to other undesirable effects [29, 33].
If we do not completely slash the agents submitting in an epoch, we will have to send the
remaining fees elsewhere to ensure the zero-sum condition holds. One possibility is that this
execess penalty from slashing goes directly towards the DAO treasury with disbursements
of lost stakes reaching the other submitters only over time via emissions. Then we would
utilize the fee distribution

γ(h)i =
γ(h)∑
i |Λi|

max

(
Λi ·

∑
i |Λi|∑

i max(Λi, 0)
, 0

)
Note that this decomposition is not unique and is one of many possible ways to weight
contributions taking the magnitude and distribution of the negative Shapley values into
account.

In general, fee distribution shouldn’t necessarily be fixed every block or epoch as some
updates are more valuable than others or around times that are more valuable (and/or have
higher returns to depositing DAOs). As such, there is some sense that the rewards should
be tied to some measure of the total value Λ. Another related concept is that the grading
of the submissions and how rewarding the best submitter out of a bunch of bad submissions
isn’t necessarily desirable whereas penalizing the worst submitter out of a bunch of great
submissions may be too harsh. This can be done by introducing a dynamic fee penalty,
where the penalty for a bad submission increases over time (with the excess revenue going
to the DAO).
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Another possibility is just using the Shapley values directly for slashing without modifi-
cation so defining g(v) as some stretched and scaled sigmoidal function

γ(h)i = γ(h)
Λi∑
i |Λi|

g(v)

where positive values get rewarded, negative values get slashed and the remainder of f(h)
(max distribution is 1) and the slashed stakes go back into the treasury. So in that sense
f(h) is more of an upper bound for block reward rather than an expected reward each block
and g(v) at least ties the total disbursement to the value v of the aggregate. There is some
question of whether the bounding works out so the negative values are always covered by
the stake but any shortfall could just be deducted out of the rewards pro-rata which is a
corner case that needs to be tested carefully prior to deployment. We note that sigmoidal
modification to Shapley values has been studied in a number of contexts [93, 105] and serves
as a reasonable heuristic.

Finally, a last formulation for fee sharing involves utilizing h(L) in place of g(v) where L =
fDAO(πOPT)−fDAO(π̃) where h is monotonically decreasing with h(0)→ 1 and h(∞)→ 0 and
a sigmoidal transition. This corresponds to evaluating a sigmoid at v ≈ fDAO(π̃)−fDAO(π̃t−1),
which effectively creates a baseline for evaluating the value of the portfolio update versus
doing nothing (e.g. using the previous epochs update). In practice, the Aera team is eval-
uating all of these options numerically to arrive at a stable, efficient fee distribution rule.
We note that all fee updates are required to be compatible with the slashing and collateral
conditions of Appendix B.

E Simulation Technicals

E.1 Loan Book Representation

A basic methodology for computing the loan book portfolio value is adapted from [32]. In
this toy setup loans are defined by borrowing asset B collateralized by supplying asset A.
Each loan in the book can be loosely decomposed into a quanto digital call option to the
borrower that is struck at insolvency price in B with an all-or-nothing payout in A along
with a quanto barrier down and in call option to the liquidator with barrier in liquidation
price in B, a payout in A and exercisable between the insolvency and the liquidation price
in B.

Note that without liquidators or external changes, borrowers have no impetus to exercise
since they can just keep the assets and so they only profit relative to their prior state if
the options are out of the money (OTM). Thus liquidators are needed to act as the option
exercisers where the value of the barrier option comes out of the borrower option. Under
no-arbitrage, given a liquidation bonus ε and denoting the value of the barrier option as Vliq
then lim

ε→0
Vliq = 0 and for exercise range width ξ the payoffs converge in lim

ξ→∞
Vliq + Vbor = Vcall

so the collective value of these options is upper bounded by a call. The total portfolio of
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the book is then approximated by long supplied collateral, short borrowed assets and short
calls.

E.2 Loan Book Portfolio Value Computation

We provide an example for a loan book containing two assets eth and usdc, noting that a
large class of more general lending protocols can have their risk profile projected onto such
a portfolio. Consider call and put options with strikes corresponding to the price of eth in
usdc whose payout is denominated in usdc. Then ignoring recursive same asset loans the
book can be divided into eth collateralized usdc loans and usdc collateralized eth loans
where the former can be represented by calls (which we consider to be long risk) for the
protocol and the latter can be modeled by puts (which we consider to be short risk).

For each loan (s, b) where s denotes eth supplied quantity and b denotes usdc borrowed

quantity then the strike of the call is given by K =
b

s
and denoting the present price of eth

as S then assuming a risk-free rate r = 0 the value C of the call for some time to expiration
t and volatility σ as given by Black-Scholes is

C = Φ(d1)S − Φ(d2)K

where

d1 =
log S

K
+ σ2t

2

σ
√
t

and

d2 =
log S

K
− σ2t

2

σ
√
t

and Φ(x) is the CDF of the standard Normal N (0, 1) given by

Φ(x) =
1√
2π

∫ x

−∞
e−z

2/2dz

The total portfolio value V is then given by

V =
∑
(s,b)

(s(S − C)− b)

where we note that V ≤ 0 since the calls collective intrinsic value is equal to the total
collateral net total borrow and the remaining time value is nonnegative. This can be thought
of as an approximation for the risk the protocol bears in exchange for earning interest from
the spread between borrow and supply rates.

In the analogous case where each loan is given by (s, b) where s denotes usdc supplied

quantity and b denotes eth borrowed quantity the strike of the put is given by K =
s

b
and

the value P of the put is
P = Φ(−d2)K − Φ(−d1)S
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with a total portfolio value V given by

V =
∑
(s,b)

(s− b(S + P ))

In the context of the simulation, the options are issued to borrowers and liquidators shrink
the overall book balance sheet since each liquidation repays outstanding borrow and takes
collateral. The magnitude of the portfolio values thus decreases with each liquidation, which
is effectively an early exercise of in the money (ITM) borrower options where the liquidation
bonus comes out of borrower call gains and borrower option time value is relinquished.

E.3 Vault Portfolio Construction Process

We present a simple formulation for a vault with two assets eth and usdc, noting that
a larger space of asset possibilities allow for increased efficacy of classical methods such as
Markowitz mean-variance optimization over the following heuristic based approach. Denot-
ing the starting vault value in usd as Q, weight bounds for usdc given by wfloor and wceil so
0 < wfloor ≤ wceil < 1 and the total long portfolio value as V with a risk buffer scalar c ≥ 1
then the initial weight of usdc

target_share2 = max

(
min

(
−cV
Q

,wceil

)
, wfloor

)
with the remaining weight allocated towards eth.

The motivation behind such a construction is to rotate into a primarily stable asset
portfolio when long risk has accumulated and there is a higher likelihood of risk off cascading
liquidation spirals and also rotate into a portfolio with more eth and higher risk return when
the positional risk is low. Note that this focuses on the long risk due to the absence of short
deltas to hedge with while the short risk is often fully covered by the presence of eth.

When updating weights there is a tradeoff between rotating too frequently and overpaying
rebalance costs and rotating too slowly and being run over by adverse market conditions.
This naturally introduces a smoothing time window parameter W denoting the number of
previous time steps to average over so at each time step T

target_share2 = max

(
min

(
−
∑T

t=T−W+1 cVt∑T
t=T−W+1Qt

, wceil

)
, wfloor

)
Additional considerations are weight change bounds per update per time interval. A bound
in absolute terms such as

target_share2 = max
(

min
(
w̃T , wT−1 + γ∆T

)
, wT−1 − γ∆T

)
where w̃T is the intermediary output from the previous equation, γ is a scalar and ∆T is the
time elapsed. Another bound is based on vault spot price change where

w̃T (1− wT−1)

(1− w̃T )(wT−1)
≤ k∆T
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and
(1− w̃T )(wT−1)

w̃T (1− wT−1)
≤ k∆T

which simplifies to

target_share2 = max

(
min

(
w̃T ,

k∆TwT−1

1 + (k∆T − 1)wT−1

)
,

wT−1

k∆T − (k∆T − 1)wT−1

)
for some scalar k. Note that if k ≤ ∆T−1 then no weight changes are possible.

E.4 Objective Function

A rudimentary high-level functional form for an objective function is

α · Yield + β · Risk

for some tuned constants α and β for balancing the two components while retaining inter-
pretability. An example yield metric is the vault’s return

Yield =
QT

Q0

− 1

where the compounding aspect of APY isn’t factored in due to the extrapolation noise. An
example risk metric is a risk coverage shortfall relative to vault value percentage stat. Define
a risk coverage shortfall event as anytime Qt + Vt < 0 with the indicator variable 1Qt+Vt<0

so

Risk =

T∑
t=0

(Qt + Vt) · 1Qt+Vt<0

T∑
t=0

Qt · 1Qt+Vt<0

In practice the indicator function can be replaced with a smooth sigmoidal proxy such as
softmax to prevent numerical artifacts due to the discontinuity. Furthermore, note that the
shortfall statistic has a stronger dependence on the initial condition Q0, whereas the return
series does not.
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DISCLAIMER This paper is for general information purposes only. It does not constitute
investment advice or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell any investment or
participate on the Aera protocol. This paper should not be used in the evaluation of the
merits of making any investment decision. It should not be relied upon for accounting, legal
or tax advice or investment recommendations. This paper reflects current opinions of the
authors regarding the development and contemplated functionality of the Aera Protocol and
is subject to change without notice or update.
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